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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, we shall investigate two a priori independent topics: One is a gauge theory on a
noncommutative space and the other is contravariant gravity. In the rst part, we focus on the
gauge theory on the noncommutative Kahler manifold, and analyze the Seiberg-Witten map [1].
Then, we study the emergent gravity based on this result. In the second part, we give the
formulation of the contravariant gravity and symmetries of the Einstein-Hilbert-type action [2].
Finally, we compare the results in these two approaches.
In particle physics, there are four kinds of interactions, the gravitational, electromagnetic,
weak, and strong forces. The unication of these interactions is a longstanding problem of
theoretical physics. Except for gravity, the three forces are successfully described by the standard
model of particle physics. This model is based on the quantum eld theory with the gauge
symmetry U(1) SU(2) SU(3). On the other hand, gravity is described by general relativity
at the classical level. This theory is supported by many experiments such as the orbital precession
of Mercury. Recently, the gravitational waves [3] are observed directly, and the prediction by
Einstein more than 100 years ago is conrmed [4,5]. However, applying the quantization method
in the quantum eld theory to general relativity, the renormalization procedure does not work,
and the unication of all interactions is still an open problem of theoretical physics. Thus, the
establishment of the quantum theory of gravity is a key problem to formulate the unied theory
of all interactions.
String theory is a promising approach towards the quantum theory of gravity. And also it is
an attractive framework for the unication of all interactions. In string theory, a fundamental
object is a string rather than a point particle. The string can be either open or closed. The
excitation of the internal oscillation of the string gives dierent particles from the viewpoint of
the ordinary eld theory. The graviton is contained in the excitation mode of the closed string,
and the gravitational interaction is described by its exchange. In addition to gravity, string
theory can describe the gauge interaction. The gauge eld is described by the open string. In
particular, one can construct the string theory that consists of both closed string and the open
string. Hence, the string theory has a potential to be the ultimate theory of the fundamental
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interactions.
It is known that there are ve types of string theories, i:e: the type IIA, type IIB, type
I, SO(32) heterotic, and E8  E8 heterotic string. Although the appearance of these theories
is very dierent, they are believed to be originated from a single theory, called M-theory [6].
However, the fundamental degrees of freedom of M-theory are simply unknown, and the direct
denition of M-theory is still missing.
The matrix models are proposed as an alternative formulation of the string theories and M-
theory. Their dynamical variables are given as matrices. In such models, the notion of spacetime
is not given a priori, so the matrix model is very dierent from the ordinary eld theory and the
string theory. Banks, Fischler, Shenker, and Susskind proposed the BFSS matrix model as the
alternative formulation of M-theory [7]. The Lagrangian of the BFSS matrix model is written
as a one-dimensional quantum eld theory of matrices. On the other hand, Ishibashi, Kawai,
Kitazawa, and Tsuchiya proposed the IKKT matrix model as the constructive denition of the
type IIB string theory [8]. The IKKT matrix model is a zero-dimensional quantum eld theory
of matrices.
Although there are many analyses of these matrix models [9{16], the description of spacetime
and also gravity on the spacetime is not fully understood. Let us consider the description
of the spacetime in the IKKT model. The IKKT model can be obtained by replacing the
embedding functions of a string with the matrices, as we shall see in the next chapter. It means
that the coordinates are noncommutative in general, and they are naturally identied with the
coordinates of the \noncommutative space". The noncommutative space is mathematically a
space in which the product of the functions is not commutative [17]. Thus, the geometry of the
noncommutative space must be claried to understand the gravity obtained from the matrix
model.
The noncommutative space is a familiar object in quantum mechanics in principle. In clas-
sical mechanics, the observables are the functions of the coordinate and the momentum (x; p)
on the phase space. In particular, the set of the observables forms a commutative algebra of
functions on the phase space. After the quantization, the observables are promoted to opera-
tors, and thus the algebra of the observables becomes noncommutative. We understand that
the phase space becomes a noncommutative space, and the algebra of the operators denes the
noncommutative algebra of this noncommutative space.
We use an alternative way to describe the noncommutative space in this thesis. There is an
equivalent method to the operator method of quantization, called the deformation quantization
[18]. In the deformation quantization, we do not promote the observables to the operators,
instead their product is deformed. The deformed product is noncommutative and called the star
product. Both quantization methods give equivalent results in the standard quantum mechanical
system, i:e: the quantization in at space. In this case, the star product is given by the so-called
Moyal product, and the map between the deformation quantization and the operator method
is given by the Wigner transformation. The advantage of the deformation quantization is that
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it can be applied to the curved space easily. In particular, it gives a systematic way of the
quantization of the Kahler manifold case and is one of the important ingredients of this thesis.
The key property to investigate geometry which may emerge from matrix models is their
connection to the gauge theory on the noncommutative space. It is known that the gauge theory
on the noncommutative space can be naturally obtained from the matrix models such as the
BFSS model and the IKKT model [19{21]. The matrices are the dynamical variables of the
model, and thus the uctuations of the matrices have to be introduced. The Lagrangian of
the matrix models with the uctuations can be mapped to a gauge theory Lagrangian on the
noncommutative space by identifying uctuations with the gauge elds. Thus, one can expect
that the geometrical description of the matrix model can be extracted from this gauge theory.
For this analysis there is an approach to use the so-called Seiberg-Witten map which relates
the noncommutative gauge theory and the ordinary gauge theory. The Seiberg-Witten map
is found from the arguments in the open string theory [22]. The open strings can end on
spatially extended objects which are called the D-branes. The eective theory of the D-branes
is determined by the perturbation theory of the open string. Depending on the method of
the perturbation, the eective theory of the D-branes can be written in either ordinary or
noncommutative description. The noncommutative description of this theory is very simple.
On the other hand, in the commutative description highly nonlinear interactions have to be
introduced. The Seiberg-Witten map is obtained by comparing both descriptions of the eective
theory of the D-branes. This map plays an important role in this thesis.
In [23], Rivelles pointed out a similarity between the gauge eld on the noncommutative space
and the metric in the gravity theory. In ordinary U(1) gauge theory, a real scalar eld cannot
couple to the U(1) gauge eld, since it does not have a charge of the U(1) gauge symmetry.
On the other hand, the real scalar eld can couple to the noncommutative U(1) gauge eld.
Actually, the noncommutative U(1) gauge eld couples to any matter elds and the gauge eld
itself in a universal way. Rivelles's point is this similarity of the universal coupling in both
the U(1) gauge eld in the noncommutative gauge theory and the metric in the gravity theory.
Motivated by this observation, an interesting relation between gravity and gauge theory on the
noncommutative at space is found by [23, 24]: The gauge theory on the noncommutative at
space can be rewritten in a form similar to the gauge theory on the curved background via the
Seiberg-Witten map. This curved metric is called the eective metric, since it couples to the
matters as metric. The background curvature of the eective metric is nonzero if the gauge eld
strength is nontrivial, even though the original noncommutative space is at. This phenomenon
is called emergent gravity or emergent geometry [23{28].
In the study of the emergent gravity by [23,24], the gauge theory on the at noncommutative
plane with constant Poisson tensor is discussed. One of the main topics of this thesis is the
extension of their argument to the gauge theory on the noncommutative curved background [1].
Even in the curved background case, the noncommutative U(1) gauge eld couples to matter
elds in the universal way. Thus, we can expect that the similar mechanism works, and that
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one can obtain the eective metric on the curved background as well. To be more specic, we
consider the case with the gauge theory on a noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold
proposed by [29,30]. Based on this gauge theory, we nd the explicit expression of the Seiberg-
Witten map at the rst-order approximation, and we obtain the eective metric from the gauge
theory on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold.
In the emergent gravity, we obtain the eective metric, and its geometrical meaning should be
claried from the point of view of gravity in the noncommutative space. Compared to the gauge
theory, the gravitational theory on the noncommutative space is not well-understood, although
there are several approaches to formulate the gravity theory on the noncommutative space such
as: The gravitational action with the star product is proposed by [31,32]. Couplings of the metric
and the noncommutativity of the coordinates is discussed in [33]. The covariant star product
under the dieomorphism transformation is proposed in [34, 35]. The noncommutativity of the
spacetime is also discussed in the context of the string theory [36{41]. In [42{44], the similarity
between the spacetime of string theory and the ordinary quantum mechanics is studied.
Instead of the above methods, we consider the gravitational theory on the Poisson manifold
which always appears by the rst-order approximation of the noncommutative space described
by the star product. The contravariant gravity is a natural framework of the gravity theory on
the Poisson manifold [1, 2]. In this thesis, we formulate the Einstein-Hilbert-type Lagrangian
which is invariant under both dieomorphism and the so-called -dieomorphism, and also
present several properties of the contravariant gravity.
Based on these results, we discuss a relation between the contravariant gravity and the
gauge theory on the noncommutative space [1]. The Poisson condition in the contravariant
gravity can naturally correspond to the Bianchi identity of the gauge eld, and thus the Poisson
tensor uctuation is identied with the gauge eld. Under this correspondence, we show that
the curvature of the eective metric is the same as the curvature in the contravariant gravity
at the rst order of the uctuation. We also prove that this relation holds in the case of the
noncommutative Kahler background.
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Fig 1. Structure of this thesis
This thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we start with a brief review of string theory. Then, we explain the relation
between the matrix models and the string theory. We also review the spacetime uncertainty in
the string theory.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the review of the eective metric from the gauge theory on the Moyal
plane. We explain the relation between the noncommutative gauge theory and the matrix model.
We give a review of the Seiberg-Witten map. By using this map, we show that the self-interaction
of the gauge eld can be absorbed into the eective metric. In Chapter 4, we extend the
discussions in Chapter 3 to the noncommutative curved space. After reviewing the deformation
quantization of the Poisson manifold briey, we give the deformation of quantization of the
homogeneous Kahler manifold, and the construction of the gauge theory on this space [29]. Then,
we construct the Seiberg-Witten map on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold at
the rst-order approximation. We also show that the mechanism of emergent gravity works in
a gauge theory on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold [29,30].
In Chapter 5, we explain the contravariant geometry which is based on the Poisson-Lie
algebroid. Basic properties of the contravariant geometry are provided, such as the Weyl trans-
formation and linearization formula. We provide the equation of motion, the corresponding
action and the gauge symmetry of the contravariant gravity.
In Chapter 6, we summarize our results given in this thesis, and discuss a relation between
the contravariant gravity and the gauge theory on the noncommutative space. Then, we discuss
several future directions of this study.
In Appendix A, we give the deformation quantization of a harmonic oscillator. In Appendix
B, we derive the full order formula of the Seiberg-Witten map. In Appendix C, we provide
the mathematical denitions which are used in this thesis. Appendix D and E are devoted to
detailed calculations of the results given in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
String theory
In this chapter, we start with a brief review of string theory. See [45,46] for more details. Then,
we review a relation between the bosonic sting theory and the matrix model. We also provide
the supersymmetric version of this relation. Finally, we discuss the spacetime uncertainty in
string theory [42{44].
2.1 Overview of string theory
Let us start with relativistic classical mechanics of a point particle in D-dimensional Minkowski
space. A motion of the point particle draws a line which is called the world line. The world line
can be parameterized by one parameter  and is described by embedding functions Xi(). The
action of the point particle is proportional to the proper length of the world line:
S[X] =  m
Z
d
q
  _Xi _Xi; _X = dX
i
d
; (2.1.1)
where m is a mass of the point particle and the indices are contracted by the Minkowski metric
ij .
In a similar way, one can describe the motion of a relativistic string. The string sweeps out a
two-dimensional surface that is called the world sheet. The world sheet can be parameterized by
two parameters (a) = (1; 2) = (; ) and is described by embedding functions Xi(a). The
action of the string is proportional to the area of the world sheet, and is called the Nambu-Goto
action:
SNG[X] =  TString
Z
d2
q
 det(@aXi@bXi); @aXi = @X
i
@a
; (2.1.2)
where TString is the tension of the string and \det" denotes the determinant of the induced metric
on the world sheet @aX
@bX. The string tension is also written as
TString =
1
20
=
1
2l2s
; (2.1.3)
where the parameter 0 is called the Regge slope, and ls is called the string length.
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2.1 Overview of string theory
Here, we explain the gravitational interaction and the consistency conditions for spacetime
in string theory. Let us consider the Polyakov action which is equivalent to the Nambu-Goto
action:
SP =  TString
Z
d2
p hhab 1
2
@aX
i@bXi; (2.1.4)
where hab is the metric of the world sheet. One can show that this action SP is equivalent to the
Nambu-Goto action SNG by integrating out the world sheet metric hab. The Polyakov action
has the following local symmetries:
1) Dieomorphism :
(
X 0i(0a) = Xi(a);
@0c
@a
@0d
@b
h0ab(
0a) = hab(a);
for 0a(): (2.1.5)
2) Weyl transformation :
(
X 0i(0a) = Xi(a);
h0ab(
0a) = e2
hab(a);
for any 
(): (2.1.6)
Due to these local symmetries, the degrees of freedom of the two-dimensional metric h can be
removed. It is known that the Weyl symmetry is anomalous except for the critical dimension.
The critical dimension of the bosonic string theory is 26 and the one of the superstring theory is
10. A string theory which is dened in the critical dimension is called the critical string theory.
One can consistently quantize the critical string theory. In particular, the massless spectrum of
the closed string contains the graviton gij , the dilaton  and the Kalb-Ramond eld Bij = B[ij].
Thus, the gravitational interaction is described by the exchange of the closed strings.
Until now, we have considered strings in the Minkowski space. One can consider strings
moving a curved space with the metric gij , the dilaton  and the Kalb-Ramond eld Bij . In
this spacetime, the Polyakov action is generalized to
S =
1
40
Z
d2
p
h(habgij(X)@aX
i@bX
j + iabBij(X)@aX
i@bX
j + 0R[h](X)); (2.1.7)
where ab is the 2-dimensional epsilon-tensor and R[h] denotes the Ricci scalar of the world
sheet metric hab. At the linear order of 
0, the -functions of the theory (2.1.7) in the critical
dimension are [45]
gij =
0Rij + 20rirj  
0
4
HiklHj
kl; (2.1.8)
Bij = 
0
2
rkHkij + 0rkHkij ; (2.1.9)
 =  
0
2
r2+ 0rkrk  
0
24
HijkH
ijk; (2.1.10)
where r denotes the covariant derivative of the metric gij , Rij is the Ricci curvature, and the
tensor H is the eld strength of the two-form eld Hijk = 3@[iBjk]. The theory (2.1.7) does not
have the Weyl anomaly if the -functions vanishes:
gij = 0; 
B
ij = 0; 
 = 0: (2.1.11)
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2.2 String theory and matrix model
These conditions are the same with the equation of motion of the so-called NSNS sector of the
supergravity action:
SNSNS =
Z
dDx
p
ge 2

R+ 4@i@
i  1
12
HijkH
ijk

: (2.1.12)
Therefore, the non-existence of the Weyl anomaly requires that the spacetime of the string
theory must be a solution of the supergravity.
2.2 String theory and matrix model
In this section, we explain the relation between the string theory and the matrix model. Let us
consider the Schild action:
SSchild =
Z
d2
 p
h
1
4

1p
h
ab@aX
i@bX
j
2
+
p
h
!
; (2.2.1)
where  is a constant which is given as1r
1
2
= TString: (2.2.2)
One can show that this action is equivalent to the Nambu-Goto action by integrating out the
world sheet metric h. The equation of motion of the world sheet metric is
1
4

1p
h
ab@aX
i@bX
j
2
= : (2.2.3)
This equation is called the conformal constraint [42].
We rewrite this action and the dieomorphism transformation to see the relation between
this theory and the matrix model. Let us introduce the Poisson bracket on the world sheet as
follows:
fX;Y g = 1p
h
ab@aX@bY; (2.2.4)
where X and Y are functions on the world sheet. The Poisson bracket between the scalar
functions on the world sheet is invariant under the dieomorphism of the world sheet (2.1.5).
Let us introduce
ij := fXi; Xjg = 1p
h
ab@aX
i@bX
j : (2.2.5)
In terms of the Poisson bracket, the Schild action can be written as
SSchild =
Z
d2
p
h

1
4
fXi; Xjg2 + 1

: (2.2.6)
1In comparison with the paper [43], the constant is related with 2 = 2.
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2.2 String theory and matrix model
For the innitesimal transformation 0a = a + a, the gauge transformations (2.1.5) become
Xi =a@aX
i; (2.2.7)

p
h =@a(
a
p
h): (2.2.8)
We consider a partial gauge xing with the condition
p
h = const. Under this gauge xing
condition, the local symmetry with the following gauge parameter still remains:
a =
1p
h
ab@b; (2.2.9)
where  is any function on the world sheet. This remaining symmetry is called the area preserving
dieomorphism. The area preserving dieomorphism can also be written in terms of the Poisson
bracket:
APDX
i = fXi; g: (2.2.10)
So the algebra of the area preserving dieomorphism is described by the Poisson bracket, and is
called the w1 algebra. Thus, after the partial gauge xing, the Schild action and its symmetry
can be written only by the Poisson bracket.
This expression allows us to relate the Schild action and the Yang-Mills matrix model. The
action of the Yang-Mills matrix model is given by
SYM =
1
4
tr[Xi; Xj ]
2; (2.2.11)
whereXi is anNN Hermitian matrix. This model is invariant under the gauge transformation:
Xi = i[;X i]; (2.2.12)
for any Hermitian matrix . The Yang-Mills matrix model can be obtained from the Schild
action (2.2.6) by replacing the embedding functions Xi(a) and the Poisson bracket to the
N  N Hermitian matrices Xi and the commutator, respectively2. Under this replacement,
the area preserving dieomorphism (2.2.10) becomes the gauge symmetry of the matrix model
(2.2.12). In this way, one can interpret the Yang-Mills matrix model as a sort of a regularization
of the Schild action. This relation can be summarized as follows.26666664
Schild action
Function: Xi(a)
Poisson bracket f; g
SSchild
Area preserving dieo.: APDX
i
37777775)
26666664
Matrix model
N N Hermitian matrix: Xi
Commutator of matrices [; ]
SYM
Gauge symmetry: Xi
37777775
2Here, the constant term in the Schild action is omitted.
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2.2 String theory and matrix model
2.2.1 IKKT matrix model
In this section, we review the formulation of the IKKT matrix model which is the supersym-
metric extension of the Yang-Mills matrix model. This model is conjectured as the constructive
denition of the IIB theory. The IKKT model is dened as follows. The superpartner of Xi
is denoted by  which is an N N Hermite matrix in the 10D Majorana-Weyl representation.
The 10-dimensional gamma matrices are denoted by  i, i = 0; 1;    ; 9 which satisfy the Cliord
algebra f i; jg = 2ij . 3 The Lagrangian of the IKKT model is given by
SIKKT =   1
g2
tr

1
4
[Xi; Xj ]2 +
1
2
  i[Xi;  ]

; (2.2.13)
where g is a coupling constant, and  =  y 0. The symmetries of this model are summarized
as follows:
Supersymmetry 1:
(
(1)Xi = i i ;
(1) = i2 [Xi; Xj ] 
ij;
(2.2.14)
Supersymmetry 2:
(
(2)Xi = 0;
(2) = ;
(2.2.15)
where ;  are the 10-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinors and  ij =  [i j].
Translation: TXi = Ci1; (2.2.16)
where Ci is a constant vector and 1 denotes the unit matrix.
Gauge transformation:
(
GX
i = i[;Ai];
G = i[;  ];
(2.2.17)
where  is an N N Hermitian matrix .
Here, we consider the supersymmetry algebra in this model. Let Q(1) and Q(2) be the corre-
sponding supercharges of the supersymmetry (2.2.14) and (2.2.15). Let P be the corresponding
charge (momentum) of the translation (2.2.16). We consider the following linear combination of
the supercharges:
~Q(1) =Q(1) +Q(2); (2.2.18)
~Q(2) =i(Q(1)  Q(2)): (2.2.19)
The algebra of this symmetry turns out to be
[ 1 ~Q
(i); 2 ~Q
(j)] =  2ij1 i2Pi; (2.2.20)
3The chirality matrix is dened by   =  0 1    9. Since the chirality matrix satises  2 = 1, its eigenvalues
are 1. The Weyl spinor is dened as the eigenvectors of the chirality matrix:   =  . The charge conjugation
matrix is a matrix which satises C iC 1 =  ( i)T . The Majorana spinor is dened as the condition  TC =
 y 0. If the spinor  satises both conditions, the spinor is called the Majorana-Weyl spinor.
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up to the gauge symmetry. This algebra is the same with the ten-dimensional N = 2 supersym-
metry algebra (without the central charges).
The IKKT matrix model can also be interpreted as the regularization of the Green-Schwarz
action of the IIB superstring theory. The Green-Schwarz action is given as follows. Let 1 and 2
be the 10-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinors which have the same chirality. The Green-Schwarz
action is given by
SGS =S1 + S2; (2.2.21)
S1 = 
Z
d2
r
 1
2
ijij ; (2.2.22)
S2 = 
Z
d2(iab@aX
i(1 i@b
1 + 2 i@b
2) + ab1 i@a
12 i@b
2); (2.2.23)
where
ij =abia
j
b; (2.2.24)
ia =@aX
i   i1 i@a1 + i2 i@a2: (2.2.25)
This action has the following fermionic symmetries:
D=10, N = 2 supersymmetry:
8><>:
susy
1 = 1;
susy
2 = 2;
susyX
i = i1 i1   i2 i2;
(2.2.26)
where 1 and 2 are the 10-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinor.
 symmetry:
8><>:

1 = 1;

2 = 2;
X
 = i1 1   i2 2;
(
1 = (1 + ~ )1;
1 = (1  ~ )2; (2.2.27)
where 1(a) and 1(a) are the 10-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinor and
~  =
1
2
q
 12klkl
ij 
ij : (2.2.28)
In particular, the  symmetry is a local symmetry.
We show the relation between the IKKT model and the Green-Schwarz superstring action.
We consider the gauge xing of the Green-Schwarz action. The  symmetry is xed by the
following condition:
1 = 2 =:  : (2.2.29)
Under this condition, the action S1 becomes the Nambu-Goto action:
S1 = 
Z
d2
r
 1
2
ijij ; (2.2.30)
S2 = 
Z
d2(2iab@aX
i(   i@b )); (2.2.31)
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where ij is given by the equation (2.2.5). One can nd the remaining supersymmetry by taking
the appropriate combination of the supersymmetry and the  symmetry:8<: 
(1) = 1
2
q
  1
2
2
ij 
ij;
(1)Xi = 4i i ;
(2.2.32)
(
(2) = ;
(2)X = 0:
(2.2.33)
As we saw before, this action can be written in terms of the Poisson bracket:
SGS =
Z
d2
p
h

1
4
fXi; Xjg2   i
2
  ifXi;  g+ 1

: (2.2.34)
After the partial gauge xing of the dieomorphism of the world sheet with the conditionp
h = const:, the remaining gauge symmetry is written as the area preserving dieomorphism:(
APD = f ; g;
APDX
i = fXi; g: (2.2.35)
Under the following identication, we can obtain the IKKT matrix model from the Green-
Schwarz action.26666664
Green-Schwarz action
Function: Xi(a);  (a)
Poisson bracket f; g
SGS
Area preserving dieo.: APDX
i; APD 
37777775)
26666664
IKKT model
N N Hermitian matrix: Xi;  
Commutator of matrices [; ]
SIKKT
Gauge symmetry: Xi;  
37777775
In this way, the IKKT matrix model is related with the Green-Schwarz action. In particular,
the IKKT model has the same number of the supersymmetry and also the same supersymmetry
algebra (2.2.20) with the D = 10 N = 2 theory. Since the massless multiplet of the 10-
dimensional N = 2 supersymmetry contains a graviton, if this model has the massless degrees
of freedom, the graviton has to be contained in this model.
2.3 String theory and spacetime uncertainty
In this section, we discuss the uncertainty relation of spacetime in string theory [42{44]. As we
have seen before, the degrees of freedom of the world sheet metric can be removed completely by
the gauge symmetry (2.1.5) and (2.1.6), and one can take the at gauge h = diag(+1;+1).4 Let
us consider the embedding function of the world sheet whose shape is rectangular for simplicity.
See [42] for more details. The embedding function of the world sheet into the spacetime is given
by
X1 =

a
A; X2 =

b
B; (2.3.1)
4Here, we consider the Euclidean signature of the metric.
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where a; b are lengths of the rectangle. For this embedding function, the Boltzmann weight of
the Polyakov action (2.1.4) is
e SP = e 
1p
2
(A2 b
a
+B2 a
b
)
: (2.3.2)
This form of the Boltzmann weight can be interpreted as the Wigner function in quantum
mechanics. See Appendix A. The typical behavior of the Wigner function of the state j i with
the variation x, p isZ
d
2
e ip hx+ ~
2
 j i h jy   ~
2
i / e 

( xx)
2
+

p
p
2
; (2.3.3)
where (x; p) is the coordinate of the phase space in quantum mechanics. By comparing the
equations (2.3.2) and (2.3.3), we can relate the quantities in the spacetime of string theory and
the quantities in quantum mechanics in the following way.
~$
p
2; A$ x; B $ p;
p
a=b$ x=
p
~
p
b=a$ p=
p
~: (2.3.4)
In particular, the Planck constant ~ corresponds to the square of the string length l2s . Thus,
under this correspondence, the string length governs the uncertainty of the spacetime.
We discuss the role of the conformal constraint on the Schild action under the correspondence
(2.3.4) obtained from the Polyakov action. To this end, we consider the \modular integral". In
the quantum theory of the string, all congurations of the world sheet have to be summed up.
Thus, we should integrate the parameter a=b that characterizes the shape of the rectangular
world sheet. Such a parameter is called the moduli parameter, and the modular integral means
the integration of the moduli parameter. In particular, in the classical approximation ~ ! 0,
the modular integral with the Boltzmann weight (2.3.2) localizes on the conguration which
satises
a
b
=
A
B
: (2.3.5)
Let us consider the conguration (2.3.5) from the view point of the Schild action. Under the
relation (2.3.4) between the parameters, the conformal constraint obtained from the Schild action
becomes
fX; Xg2 = 2$ ~2: (2.3.6)
This relation also allows us to interpret the spacetime in string theory as the phase space in
quantum mechanics. Using the embedding functions X1 = a0A; X
2 = b0B; the Boltzmann
weight from the Schild action can be evaluated as
e SSchild = e
 

1
2
(AB)2
a0b0 +a
0b0

: (2.3.7)
We can relate the moduli parameter in the Schild action and the one in the Polyakov action by
comparing the Boltzmann weight from both actions.
a = a0; b =
B2p
2b0
: (2.3.8)
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Under this identication the conformal constraint (2.3.6) turns out to be
p
2 =
AB
a0b0
=
p
2
A
B
b
a
: (2.3.9)
This relation determines the classical conguration (2.3.5) which is obtained from the Polyakov
action. Hence, the conformal constraint (2.3.6) can be interpreted as the classical counterpart
of the spacetime uncertainty [43].
2.3.1 String theory and gauge theory
Until now, we have considered the similarity between the spacetime in string theory and the
phase space in quantum mechanics. Based on the quantum mechanical interpretation of the
spacetime of string theory, Nambu suggested the relation between the string theory and the
gauge theory a long time ago [36]: \The parallelism between strings and gauge eld equations
suggests that perhaps there is more than a formal connection between them. For example, the
string may be a special realization of gauge elds in which some dynamical degrees of freedom
are frozen while the other have become classical in a sense." In this section, we briey show the
relation between the string theory and the gauge theory.
Let us consider the Schild action. He suggested that the Poisson bracket fXi; Xjg formally
corresponds to the commutator of operators in quantum mechanics [Xi; Xj ], where the function
on the world sheet Xi is replaced by an operator in quantum mechanics. After this replacement,
the corresponding action has formally the same form with the Yang-Mills matrix model (2.2.11):
S =  tr[Xi; Xj ]2: (2.3.10)
One can nd the Maxwell equation from this action by identifying the operator Xi with the
covariant derivative which is written as
Xi = Di = pi + iAi(x); (2.3.11)
where xi; pi satisfy the Heisenberg algebra [x
i; pj ] = i
i
j . The eld strength of the eld Ai is
given by
1
i
[Xi; Xi] = Fij = @iAj   @jAi: (2.3.12)
The Maxwell equation can be obtained from the equation of motion of the operator Xi:
[Xi; [X
i; Xj ]] = @iF
ij = 0: (2.3.13)
Therefore, for the specic operator (2.3.11) we can obtain the Maxwell equation from the action
based on the Schild action under the quantum mechanical interpretation. In the next chapter,
we consider the gauge theory on the noncommutative space in the similar way.
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Chapter 3
Noncommutative gauge theory and
eective metric
In this chapter, we review the eective metric obtained from the gauge theory on the Moyal
plane. First, we review the U(1) gauge theory on the Moyal plane. Next, we explain the relation
between this theory and the matrix model. And then, we review the Seiberg-Witten map of the
gauge theory on the Moyal plane. Finally, we obtain the eective metric of this gauge theory
by using the Seiberg-Witten map [23].
3.1 Noncommutative gauge theory
In this section, we review the gauge theory on the Moyal plane. See [47] for more details. Here,
let us consider the D-dimensional Moyal plane with coordinates xi, i = 1; 2; :::; D 1. On the
Moyal plane, the product between functions f; g is given by the Moyal product:
(f  g)(x) =f(x) exp

i
2
  
@ i
ij@j

g(x); (3.1.1)
where the tensor ij = [ij] does not depend on xi. One can easily check that this product is
associative f  (g  h) = (f  g)  h for arbitrary functions f; g; h. By using the Moyal product,
a commutator between functions is dened by
[f; g] = f  g   g  f: (3.1.2)
In particular, the commutation relation between the local coordinates is
[xi; xj ] = iij : (3.1.3)
We show how to construct the U(1) gauge theory on the Moyal plane. Let us consider a
complex scalar eld ^. The innitesimal gauge transformation of the complex scalar is
^^^ = i^  ^; (3.1.4)
1Hereafter, we assume that the metric has Euclidean signature.
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where ^ is a function. Since the Moyal product is noncommutative, the commutation relation
of this gauge transformation (3.1.4) is noncommutative:
[^^; ^^0 ] = ^[^;^0] : (3.1.5)
Although the gauge parameter is just a function, this relation (3.1.5) means that the nonabelian
structure is necessary to dene the gauge theory on the Moyal plane. Thus, the gauge transfor-
mation of a gauge eld A^i with the gauge parameter ^ has to be
^^A^i = @i^  i[A^i; ^]: (3.1.6)
One can introduce the covariant derivative of the complex scalar eld:
D^i  ^ = @i^  iA^i  : (3.1.7)
Actually, the gauge transformation of this covariant derivative is covariant (D^i) = iD^i.
As the ordinary nonabelian gauge theory, the commutation relation of the covariant derivative
gives the eld strength of the gauge eld:
(D^i  D^j   D^j  D^i)   =  iF^ij  ; (3.1.8)
where the eld strength of the gauge eld is written as
F^ij = @iA^j   @jA^i   i[A^i; A^j ]: (3.1.9)
This eld strength is covariant under the gauge transformation F^ij =  i[F^ij ; ^]. The gauge
invariant kinetic term of the U(1) gauge eld on the Moyal plane is given by
SA^ =
1
4
Z
dDxF^ij  F^ ij ; (3.1.10)
where the indices i; j; ::: are contracted by the at metric ij .
3.2 Noncommutative gauge theory and matrix model
In this section, we show the relation between the gauge theory on the Moyal plane (3.1.10) and
the matrix model. Here, we start with the Yang-Mills matrix model (2.2.11):
S =
1
4
tr[Xi; Xj ]2: (3.2.1)
The equation of motion of this model is given by
[Xi; [Xi; Xj ]] = 0: (3.2.2)
In this section, we assume that the matrices Xi are innitely large. As a solution of this equation
of motion, we consider Xi = pi which satises
[pi; pj ] = iBij ; (3.2.3)
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where Bij is an anti-symmetric matrix which is assumed to be constant and invertible C
ijBjk =
ik. This commutation relation is the same form with the canonical commutation relation in
quantum mechanics essentially, so we interpret the matrices as the operators in quantum me-
chanics. In the following, we consider the uctuation of the operator Xi around the solution pi.
We show that the equation of the uctuation around the conguration Xi = pi can be mapped
to the equation of motion of the gauge theory on the Moyal plane.
First, we show that the product of the operators is equivalent to the Moyal product. In
general, any operator a can be expanded as follows
a =
X
k
~a(k)eiC
ijkipj : (3.2.4)
(See also the inverse Wigner transformation (4.1.2).) We dene a map from the operator a to
the function a(x) on the Moyal plane as follows:
a =
X
k
~a(k)eiC
ijkipj ! a(x) =
X
k
~a(k)eikix
i
: (3.2.5)
Using the BCH formula eAeB = eA+Be
1
2
[A;B]    , the product of the operators can be written as
ab =
X
k
X
k0
~a(k)~b(k0)e 
i
2
Cijkik
0
jeiC
ij(ki+k
0
i)pj ; (3.2.6)
and the product of operators is mapped as
ab!
X
k
X
k0
~a(k)~b(k0)e 
i
2
Cijkik
0
jei(ki+k
0
i)x
i
: (3.2.7)
This relation is nothing but the Fourier transformation of the Moyal product:
a(x)  b(x) =
X
k
X
k0
~a(k)~b(k0)eikix
i
e
i
2
Cij
  
@ i@jeik
0
ix
i
=
X
k
X
k0
~a(k)~b(k0)e 
i
2
Cijkik
0
jei(ki+k
0
i)x
i
: (3.2.8)
Therefore, the product of the operator should be mapped to the Moyal product:
ab! a(x)  b(x): (3.2.9)
Second, we consider the trace in the matrix model. For simplicity, we consider the two-
dimensional case. In this case, the commutation relation can be written as
[p1; p2] = iB12 = iB; (3.2.10)
and C := C21 = 1=B. Let jqi be an eigenstate of the operator p^1 which satises
p1 jqi = q jqi : (3.2.11)
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By using this eigenstate, the trace of the operator a is evaluated as
Tra =
Z
dq hqj
X
k
~a(k)eiC
ijkipj jqi
=
Z
dqdq0
2B
X
k1;k2
e 
i
2
Ck1k2eiCk2qe iCk1q
0
~a(k)
=2B~a(0): (3.2.12)
On the other hand, one can see thatZ
d2xa(x) =
X
k
~a(k)
Z
d2xeikix
i
= (2)2~a(0): (3.2.13)
Therefore, the trace of the operators is mapped to the integral on the 2-dimensional Moyal plane:
Tra! B
2
Z
d2xa(x): (3.2.14)
For the D-dimensional Moyal plane, one can see that
Tra! 1
(2)D=2
p
detB
Z
dDxa(x): (3.2.15)
Finally, we consider a dierential in terms of the matrix model.2 Using the Fourier transformed
expression (3.2.4), one can easily see that
[pi; a] =
X
k
ki~a(k)e
iCijkipj !
X
k
k~a(k)e
ikix
i
=
1
i
@ia(x): (3.2.16)
Let us summarize the mapping from the operators in quantum mechanics to the functions on
the Moyal plane. 8>>>><>>>>:
a! a(x);
ab! a(x)  b(x);
Tra! 1
(2)D=2
p
detB
R
dDxa(x);
[pi; a]! 1i @ia(x):
(3.2.17)
2 If we take the commutation relation of the matrices as
[Xi; Xj ] = [pi; pj ] = iBij ;
the commutation relation of the noncommutative coordinate is
fxi; xjg = iCij :
Their relation between these commutators is just symplectic form and its inverse. In this case the trace and
dierential is given by
Tra^ /
p
detB
Z
dDxa(x); [p^i; a^] / @ia(x):
Let us consider the coordinate transformation x ! x0 = Bx , and then we obtain
fx0i; x0jg = iBij ; Tra^ /
Z
dDx0a(x0); [p^i; a^] / Cij@0ja(x0):
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Using this mapping from the operators to the functions on the Moyal plane, the commutator
of the matrices around the solution Xi = pi +Ai becomes
[Xi; Xj ]!Bij   i(@iA^j   @jA^i + iA^i  A^j   iA^j  A^i)
=Bij   iF^ij ; (3.2.18)
where
Ai =
X
k
~Ai(k)e
iCijkipj ! A^i(x) :=
X
k
~Ai(k)e
ikix
i
: (3.2.19)
Furthermore, the equation of motion of the matrix model turns out to be
[Xi; [Xi; Xj ]]!  i(@iF^ij + iA^i  F^ij   iF^ij  A^i)
=  iD^iF^ij : (3.2.20)
Therefore, the equation of motion of the matrix model around the conguration Xi = pi is
mapped to the equation of motion of the gauge theory on the Moyal plane under the relations
(3.2.17).
3.3 Seiberg-Witten map
The Seiberg-Witten map is an important property of the gauge theory on the noncommutative
space. The denition of the Seiberg-Witten map is given as follows.
Denition (Seiberg-Witten map): Let Ai be an ordinary gauge eld and  be an ordi-
nary gauge parameter. Let A^i be a noncommutative gauge eld and ^ be a noncommutative
gauge parameter. The Seiberg-Witten map is a map from the ordinary variables (Ai; ) to the
noncommutative variables (A^i; ^) such that
A^i(A) + ^A^i(A) = A^i(A+ A): (3.3.1)
This equation can be expressed as the following diagram:
Seiberg-Witten map
A ! A^(A)
Gauge transformation # 	 #
A+ A ! A^(A) + A^(A)
(3.3.2)

The condition (3.3.1) means that the gauge equivalent congurations in the ordinary gauge
theory must be mapped to the gauge equivalent congurations in the noncommutative gauge
theory.
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Here, we give the explicit formula of the Seiberg-Witten map in the case of the Moyal plane.
For convenience, let us introduce a formal parameter ~ in the following way:
(f  g)(x) = f(x) exp

i~
2
  
@ i
ij@j

g(x); (3.3.3)
A^i =
1X
m=0
~m
m!
A
(m)
i ; ^ =
1X
m=0
~m
m!
(m); (3.3.4)
A(0) = A; (0) = : (3.3.5)
Technically, the condition (3.3.1) of the Seiberg-Witten map can be solved order by order of the
parameter ~. The explicit expression of the Seiberg-Witten map on the Moyal plane is given by
(m) =
dm 1
d~m 1
1
4
ijf@i^; A^jg

~=0; (3.3.6)
A
(m)
i = 
dm 1
d~m 1
1
4
klfA^k; @lA^i + F^lig

~=0; (3.3.7)
where f; g is the anti-commutator (not the Poisson bracket). We give the derivation of this
formula in Appendix B.
3.4 Eective geometry from gauge theory on Moyal plane
In this section, we discuss the gauge theory on the Moyal plane from a viewpoint of gravity. Let
us start with two observations which were given by Rivelles [23].
The rst observation is that the noncommutative gauge eld can couple to any matter elds
in a universal way. Here, we consider a real scalar eld ^, which cannot couple to the ordinary
U(1) gauge eld. Since the commutator between real valued functions is purely imaginary
[f; g] =  [f; g]; (3.4.1)
the gauge transformation of the real scalar eld is
^^ =  i[^; ^]: (3.4.2)
Thus, the real scalar eld is in the adjoint representation of the noncommutative U(1) gauge
symmetry. The covariant derivative of the real scalar eld is given by
D^i^ = @i^  i[A^i; ^]: (3.4.3)
Under the gauge transformation, one can easily see that ^D^i^ =  i[D^i^; ^]. The gauge
invariant kinetic term of the real scalar eld is given by
S^ =
1
2
Z
d4xD^i^  D^i^: (3.4.4)
Hence, the noncommutative U(1) gauge theory couples to the real scalar eld. In this way, the
coupling of the noncommutative gauge eld is very dierent from the ordinary U(1) gauge eld.
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The second observation is that the noncommutative gauge symmetry contains certain space-
time symmetry. Let us consider the specic gauge parameter:
^ =  !ijixj ; (3.4.5)
where !ij is the inverse of the tensor 
ij , and i is a constant vector. For this gauge parameter,
the gauge transformation of the scalar eld is
^^ = 
i@i^ = ^(x+ )  ^(x) +O(2): (3.4.6)
This equation means that the noncommutative gauge symmetry contains the translation sym-
metry. These observations imply the similarity between the gauge theory on the Moyal plane
and the gravitational theory.
Motivated by the above observations, we discuss the relation between the gauge theory on
the Moyal plane and gravity. We evaluate the kinetic term of the gauge theory on the Moyal
plane by using the Seiberg-Witten map. The leading order of the Seiberg-Witten map is given
by (3.3.7)
A^i = Ai   1
2
klAk(@lAi + Fli) +O(2); (3.4.7)
^ =   1
2
klAk@l+O(2); (3.4.8)
where Fij = @iAj   @jAi. By using (3.4.7), the eld strength (3.1.9) can be calculated as
F^ij = Fij   klFikFlj   klAk@lFij +O(2): (3.4.9)
Then, the kinetic term of the noncommutative gauge theory (3.1.10) can be written as
SA^ =
1
4
Z
dDx

FijF
ij + 2klFl
m

Fm
iFik +
1
4
kmF
ijFij

+O(2)

: (3.4.10)
This action (3.4.10) can be rewritten as [23]
Sg;A =
1
4
Z
dDx
p
ggijgklFikFjl; (3.4.11)
where the metric gij is given by
gij = ij + uij ; (3.4.12)
uij =
1
2
ikFk
j +
1
2
jkFk
i +
0
4
ijklFkl +O(2); (3.4.13)
where 0 is a constant which depends on the spacetime dimension D. The resulting metric
(3.4.12) is called the eective metric. This action (3.4.11) has the same form with a kinetic term
of the U(1) gauge theory on a curved background with a metric gij [23], see also [24{28]. In this
thesis, we focus on the kinetic term of the U(1) gauge eld for simplicity3, and we take
0 = 0: (3.4.14)
3We have focused on the kinetic term of the gauge eld on the Moyal plane. One can also consider the other
elds such as a scalar eld and a nonabelian gauge eld. In 4-dimensional case, the nonzero value of 0 has to
be chosen as discussed in [23]. The noncommutative gauge theories obtained from matrix models also allow the
interpretation of the eective metric [25].
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3.4 Eective geometry from gauge theory on Moyal plane
The ordinary Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar of the eective metric (3.4.13) are
Rij(ij + uij) =  1
2
(@2 ~@iAj + @
2 ~@jAi + @i ~@j@kA
k + @j ~@i@kA
k)  @i@j ~@kAk +O(2); (3.4.15)
R(ij + uij) =  2@2 ~@kAk +O(2); (3.4.16)
where ~@i = ij@j . Therefore, the interaction of the noncommutative gauge eld is absorbed as
the eective metric, and the resulting geometry has the nontrivial curvature.
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Chapter 4
Noncommutative gauge theory on
curved space and eective metric
In the previous chapter, we have discussed the gauge theory on the noncommutative at space.
In this chapter, we consider the gauge theory on the noncommutative curved space. We start
with the review of the deformation quantization of a Poisson manifold. We also review the
deformation quantization of a Kahler manifold. Based on these mathematical setups, we show
how to construct the gauge theory on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold. We
also explain the relation between this gauge theory and the matrix model. Finally, we show that
the eective metric can be obtained from the gauge theory on the noncommutative homogeneous
Kahler manifold.
4.1 Deformation quantization
4.1.1 Wigner function formalism of quantum mechanics
In this section, we review the Wigner function formalism of quantum mechanics as a physical
introduction of the deformation quantization. See [48] and references therein for details. Let
us consider one-particle quantum mechanics for simplicity. In the ordinary course of quantum
mechanics, we mainly consider the probability distribution j (x)j2 of a wave function  (x) =
hxj i. On the other hand, in the Wigner function formulation, we mainly consider the Wigner
function (the Wigner quasi-probability distribution) of the wave function on the phase space
with the coordinates (x; p).
The Wigner transformation of an operator A^ is dened by
a(x; p) =
Z
dd
(2)2
ei(p+x)tre i( p^+x^)A^; (4.1.1)
where of course the operators x^ and p^ satisfy the Heisenberg algebra [x^; p^] = i~. The inverse
Wigner transformation is given by
A^ =
Z
dd
dxdp
(2)2
a(x; p)ei(p^ p)+i(x^ x): (4.1.2)
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By using the eigenstate jxi of the position operator, the Wigner transformation of the operator
A^ can also be written in the following way:
a(x; p) =
Z
dddy
(2)2
ei(p+x) hyj (e i( p^+x^))A^ jyi
=
Z
d
2
e ip hx+ ~
2
 j A^ jx  ~
2
i : (4.1.3)
The Wigner function of the wave function j i is dened by the Wigner transformation of its
density matrix ^ = j i h j:
f(x; p) =
Z
d
2
e ip 

x  ~
2


 

x+
~
2


: (4.1.4)
Using this Wigner function, the expectation value of an observable A^ for the wave function j i
can be expressed as
hAi = h jA^j i =
Z
dxdpf(x; p)a(x; p): (4.1.5)
Note that since the Wigner function f(x; p) can be negative in general, it is not a probability
density.
Let us consider the Wigner transformation of the product of operators A^; B^. Let a(x; p) and
b(x; p) be the Wigner functions which correspond to the operators A^ and B^. The Moyal product
between a and b is dened by
(a  b)(x; p) =
Z
d
2
e ip hx+ ~
2
 j A^B^ jy   ~
2
i : (4.1.6)
Since the operator algebra is associative, the Moyal product is associative. From this denition,
one gets
(a  b)(x; p) = a(x; p)e i~2 (
  
@x@p   @p@x)b(x; p): (4.1.7)
Since the Wigner transformation is invertible (4.1.2), the information of the quantum operators
is not lost even when we consider the Wigner functions with the star product. The Heisenberg
equation in terms of the star product is
@f
@t
=
H  f   f H
i~
=:
[H; f ]
i~
; (4.1.8)
where H is a Hamiltonian. If one can nd an exact solution of this equation, it is possible to
recover any physical result of the operator formulation of quantum mechanics. In the Appendix
A, we give the Wigner function of the several states of a harmonic oscillator as an example.
Using the Moyal product, the commutation relation of the coordinate and the momentum is
[x; p] = i~: (4.1.9)
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In the classical limit ~ ! 0, the Moyal product (4.1.7) and the commutation relation (4.1.9)
become
lim
~!0
(a  b)(x; p) =a(x; p)b(x; p); (4.1.10)
lim
~!0
[x; p]
i~
=1: (4.1.11)
Thus, in this limit, the Poisson bracket fa; bg = @a@x @b@p   @a@p @b@x on the classical phase space
is recovered from the Moyal product. In this sense, the Moyal product (4.1.7) denes the
quantization of the Poisson bracket in classical mechanics.
4.1.2 Denition of deformation quantization
In the previous section, we have considered the Wigner function formalism in quantum mechan-
ics. The deformation quantization is the generalization of this quantization procedure to the
Poisson manifold. In this section, we give the formal denition of the deformation quantization.
See [49] for details of the deformation quantization.
First, we give the denition of the Poisson manifold.
Denition (Poisson manifold): LetM be a smooth manifold and C(M) be a set of functions
on M . A binary operation f; g : C(M)  C(M) ! C(M) is said to be the Poisson bracket if
the following conditions are satised:
1: ff; gg =  fg; fg; (4.1.12)
2: faf + bg; hg = aff; hg+ bfg; hg; (4.1.13)
3: ffg; hg = ff; hgg + ffg; hg; (4.1.14)
4: fff; gg; hg+ ffg; hg; fg+ ffh; fg; gg = 0; (4.1.15)
for functions f; g; h 2 C(M) and constants a; b. The condition (4.1.15) is called the Jacobi
identity. The manifold M with the Poisson bracket f; g is said to be a Poisson manifold which
is denoted by (M; f; g).

Let us take the local coordinate xi of the Poisson manifold M . The Poisson bracket is
expressed as
ff; gg = ij(x)@if@jg; (4.1.16)
where the anti-symmetric tensor ij is called the Poisson tensor, and the Poisson manifold
(M; f; g) is also denoted by (M;). In terms of the Poisson tensor, the Jacobi identity (4.1.15)
can be written as
kl@l
ij + il@l
jk + jl@l
ki = 0: (4.1.17)
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We consider the formal power series of a formal variable ~
f =
1X
r=0
fr~r; (4.1.18)
where fr 2 C(M). A set of the formal power series is denoted by C(M)[[~]].
Denition (Deformation quantization): The deformation quantization of a Poisson mani-
fold (M;) is a set (C(M)[[~]]; ) which satises the following conditions:
1.  : C(M)[[~]] C(M)[[~]]! C(M)[[~]] is a bilinear associative map:
(f + g)  h = f  h+ g  h; f  (g + h) = f  g + f  h; (4.1.19)
f  (g  h) = (f  g)  h; (4.1.20)
where f; g; h 2 C(M)[[~]]. The product  is called a star product which is not commutative.
2. Since f g is an element of C(M)[[~]] for functions f; g 2 C(M)  C(M)[[~]], the star product
is expressed as f  g =PCr(f; g)~r. The coecients C0(f; g) and C1(f; g) of the formal power
series of f  g satisfy
C0(f; g) = fg; C1(f; g) =
1
2
ff; gg: (4.1.21)
This condition ensures that the commutation relation of the star product reduces the Poisson
bracket in the classical limit ~! 0.

In this thesis, we consider a noncommutative space which is dened as a manifold with
the noncommutative algebra of the functions described by the star product of the deformation
quantization. The rst-order approximation of the star product  on the noncommutative space
is dened by
f  g  fg + ~C1(f; g): (4.1.22)
In the previous section, we derived the Moyal product (4.1.7) via the Wigner transformation.
Since the Moyal product (4.1.7) actually satises above conditions (4.1.19) - (4.1.21), the set
of the Wigner functions with the Moyal product is the deformation quantization of the phase
space with the Poisson bracket fa; bg = @a@x @b@p   @a@p @b@x .
The deformation quantization is well-studied in mathematical literature. For the symplectic
manifold1, it is proved that there exists the deformation quantization [50]. The deformation
quantization of the symplectic manifold is constructed in [51{53]. Furthermore, Kontsevich
proved the existence of the deformation quantization of any Poisson manifold [18].
1If the Poisson tensor is invertible at any point in a Poisson manifold, it leads a nowhere vanishing closed two-
form which is called a symplectic form. A manifold is said to be a symplectic manifold if it admits a symplectic
form.
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4.1.3 Semi-classical limit of matrix model
In this section, we dene the semi-classical limit of the matrix model in terms of the deformation
quantization of the Poisson manifold. Since the matrix algebra is noncommutative a priori, it
is not obvious to nd the classical space. In this section, we consider a set of innitely large
matrices, Mat(1;C). See [25] for more detail.
Let (M;) be a Poisson manifold. Let (C(M)[[~]]; ) be the deformation quantization of
the Poisson manifold (M;). Here, we assume the existence of the map from C(M)[[~]] to
Mat(1;C):
T : C(M)[[~]] ! A  Mat(1;C);
f^(x) 7! F; (4.1.23)
which satises (
T (f^  g^)  T (f^)T (g^)! 0;
1
~(T ([f^ ; g^])  [T (f^); T (g^)])! 0;
(4.1.24)
at the classical limit ~ ! 0. The inverse Wigner transformation (4.1.2) is an example of the
map T :
Inverse Wigner transformation : C(M)[[~]] ! Set of operators;
a(x; p) 7! A^: (4.1.25)
At the end of the section 4.3.1, we will give another example. We note that the existence of the
map T is not generally guaranteed for the deformation quantization (C(M)[[~]]; ).
In this thesis, we restrict the conguration of the matrices to the conguration obtained from
the deformation quantization A. The inverse of the map T is denoted by T  1. Let us take the
matrices F = T (f^); G = T (g^) in A. We dene the semi-classical limit  of the commutator of
the matrices as
[F;G]  ij@if@jg; (4.1.26)
where f^ = f +O(~) and g^ = g +O(~).
Let us consider more about the semi-classical limit. We take the matrices Xi = T (xi) where
xi are the local coordinates of the Poisson manifold. For any matrix F , in the semi-classical
limit the commutator between Xi and F becomes
[Xi; F ]  ij@jf; (4.1.27)
where T  1(F ) = f + O(~). One can also show that in the semi-classical approximation the
Jacobi identity becomes the Poisson condition:
[Xi; [Xj ; Xk]] + [Xk; [Xi; Xj ]] + [Xj ; [Xk; Xi]] = 0
 kl@lij + il@ljk + jl@lki = 0: (4.1.28)
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We consider the trace of matrices in the semi-classical limit. For any matrix Vi it holds that
tr[Xi; Vi] = 0: (4.1.29)
The commutation relation with Xi becomes dierential (4.1.27), so the trace should be repre-
sented by a integral with an appropriate integral measure (x). Let us take an ansatz of the
semi-classical limit of the equation (4.1.29) asZ
dDx(x)ij(x)@iVj(x) = 0: (4.1.30)
This relation can be satised by taking the symplectic measure:
(x) /
p
det!; (4.1.31)
where ! is an inverse matrix of ij , because it holds that
@i(
p
det!ij) = 0: (4.1.32)
The overall constant in (4.1.31) of the integration cannot be determined, and we dene the
semi-classical limit of the trace of the matrices as
1
(2)D=2
Z
dDx
p
det!  tr : (4.1.33)
Hence, by restricting the matrix conguration by the map (4.1.25) from the deformation quan-
tization, we can dene the semi-classical limit of the matrix models.
4.2 Deformation quantization on Kahler manifold
In this section, we consider the deformation quantization of a Kahler manifold. In Appendix
C, we give the denition and several properties of the Kahler manifold. Let (M; g) be a Kahler
manifold. Let z be the complex coordinates of the Kahler manifold. On the Kahler manifold,
the Kahler form ! = igdz
 ^ dz is closed d! = 0, and it induces a Poisson bracket f; g on
the set of the functions C(M). Let us consider the formal power series of a formal variable ~:
f =
1X
r=0
fr~r; fr 2 C(M): (4.2.1)
A set of the formal power series on C(M) is denoted by C(M)[[~]].
Denition (Deformation quantization with separation of variables): The deformation
quantization with separation of variables on a Kahler manifold M is a set (C(M)[[~]]; ) which
satises the following conditions.
1.  : C(M)[[~]] C(M)[[~]]! C(M)[[~]] is a bilinear associative map:
(f + g)  h = f  h+ g  h; f  (g + h) = f  g + f  h; (4.2.2)
f  (g  h) = (f  g)  h; (4.2.3)
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where f; g; h 2 C(M)[[~]]. The product  is called a star product which is not commutative.
2. Since f  g is an element of C(M)[[~]] for functions f; g 2 C(M)  C(M)[[~]], we can express
f  g = PCr(f; g)~r. The coecients C0(f; g) and C1(f; g) of the formal power series of f  g
satisfy
C0(f; g) = fg; C1(f; g)  C1(g; f) = iff; gg; (4.2.4)
where ff; gg is a Poisson bracket which is induced from the Kahler form.
3. The star product satises
f  1 = 1  f = f: (4.2.5)
4. For any holomorphic function h, the star product satises
h  f = hf: (4.2.6)
4'. For any anti-holomorphic function a, the star product satises
f  a = fa: (4.2.7)
The rst condition is the same with deformation quantization which is given in the section 4.1.

In this thesis, we consider the noncommutative Kahler manifold which is dened as a Kahler
manifold with the noncommutative algebra of the functions described by the star product of
the deformation quantization with separation of variables. The rst-order approximation of the
star product  is also dened by
f  g  fg + ~C1(f; g): (4.2.8)
It is known that for any Kahler manifold there exist the deformation quantization with
separation of variables [29]. The construction of the star product is given in the following way.
Let f be an arbitrary element of C(M)[[~]]. For this function f , we consider the dierential
operator
Lf =
1X
n=0
~nAn(f); (4.2.9)
where An(f) is a dierential operator whose coecients depend on f . The dierential operator
Lf is uniquely determined by the following conditions.
[Lf ; @l+ ~@l] = 0; (4.2.10)
Lf1 = f; (4.2.11)
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where  is the Kahler potential. These conditions for the operator Lf in the rst-order approx-
imation is solved generically, and is given by
f  g :=Lfg = fg + ~g@f@g +O(~2): (4.2.12)
We will use this expression mainly in the later sections.
Example (Fuzzy CPN 1): We consider the deformation quantization of the complex projective
space CPN 1, called the fuzzy CPN 1. The denition of the complex projective space is given
in Appendix C. Let F (z; z) and G(z; z) be the formal power series in C(CPN 1)[[~]]. The star
product between F (z; z) and G(z; z) is given by
F G(z; z) =F (z; z)G(z; z) +
1X
l=1
 (1  l + 1=~)
 (1 + 1=~)l!
@1    @lF (z; z)g11    gll@1    @lG(z; z);
(4.2.13)
where the indices ; ; ::: and ; ; ::: denote the complex coordinates of the complex projective
space. When we consider the Taylor expansion of the parameter ~, the leading term is the
same with the equation (4.2.12). Actually, this star product (4.2.13) satises every conditions
of deformation quantization with separation of variables.
4.2.1 Matrix product and star product on fuzzy CPN 1
In the following, we consider the relation between the matrix product and the star product on
the fuzzy complex projective space (4.2.13) [54].
We start with the setup of the ordinary complex projective space CPN 1. The complex
projective space CPN 1 is the space of the unit vectors v in CN modulo the phase of the
vectors. The unit vector up to the phase denes a projection operator P = vvy. Thus, in terms
of the projection operator the complex projective space can be described as
CPN 1 = fP 2 MatNN (C)jP y = P; P 2 = P;TrP = 1g: (4.2.14)
A set of matrices ftA^g, (A^ = 0; 1; :::; N2 1) denotes a basis of a set of NN Hermitian matrices
which form a Lie algebra of U(N). We take t0 as a generator of U(1) in U(N) with the following
normalization.
t0 =
1p
N
1: (4.2.15)
The remaining SU(N) generators are denoted by tA, (A = 1; :::; N
2   1) which is normalized as
follows.
Tr tAtB = AB; Tr tA^tB^ = A^B^: (4.2.16)
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The algebra of the basis matrices is given by2
tAtB =
1
N
AB1+
1p
2
(dAB
C + ifAB
C)tC ; (4.2.17)
where f is the structure constant of SU(N), and dCAB is the symmetric invariant tensor of
SU(N). The matrix P can be expanded by the basis as
P = A^tA^: (4.2.18)
We translate the conditions of the matrices given in (4.2.14) into the conditions of the coecients
. Since the basis tA^ is a Hermitian matrix and P satises P
y = P , A^ is real valued. Using the
algebra (4.2.17), one can evaluate the product of the matrix P as follows:
P 2 =
(0)2 + ABAB
N
1+

2p
N
0C +
1p
2
ABdAB
C

tC ; (4.2.19)
trP =
p
N0: (4.2.20)
In terms of the coordinate A^, the conditions (4.2.14) turn out to be
0 =
1p
N
; (4.2.21)
ABAB =
N   1
N
; (4.2.22)
dAB
CAB =
p
2(N   2)
N
C : (4.2.23)
In the N = 2 case, the basis can be represented by the Pauli matrices tA = A=
p
2 (A = 1; 2; 3).
In this basis, we obtain
tAtB =
1
2
AB1+
ip
2
ABCtC ; (4.2.24)
where ABC is the completely antisymmetric tensor and the tensor d is zero in this case. The
conditions of the coecients become
ABAB =
1
2
: (4.2.25)
This relation indicates that the set (4.2.14) denes S2 ' CP1 with a radius 1=
p
2.
We consider the geometric properties of CPN 1 based on the above construction. Let P0 be
a point in CPN 1. For any element g 2 U(N), a matrix P = gP0gy satises every conditions
given in (4.2.14), thus the matrix P = gP0g
y is also a point in CPN 13. Since we can write the
2 The basis ftAg is related with tA = A=
p
2 where fAg denotes the Gell-Mann matrices of SU(N).
3For any point P in the complex projective space, we can nd an element g in U(N) such that P = AdgP0.
Thus, an operation of U(N) on complex projective space is transitive. Let us take an element h 2 U(1)U(N 1) 
U(N). When g0 = gh, P 0 = g0P0g0y corresponds to the same point P . Therefore, the complex projective space is
isomorphic to a homogeneous space:
CPN 1 ' U(N)
U(1) U(N   1) : (4.2.26)
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coordinate  in terms of matrices A^ = trPtA^, A^0 = trP0t
A^, it holds that
A^ = (Adg)A^B^
B^
0 : (4.2.27)
Thus, for an innitesimal transformation g = 1 + i, we can obtain a tangent vector T 2
TPCPN 1 at the point P .
T = iad()P = i[; P ] 2 TPCPN 1: (4.2.28)
Since g is an element of U(N),  is an Hermite matrix. By denition, one can immediately see
that
T y = T; trT = 0; (4.2.29)
and also
PTP = 0: (4.2.30)
The complex projective space can be regarded as a subset of the set of the Hermite matrices
(4.2.14), so we can divide the set of the Hermite matrices into the tangent space and the normal
space of the complex projective space. The normal vector N at P is given by
[N;P ] = 0: (4.2.31)
We introduce the almost complex structure J , metric g, Kahler form ! on TPCPN 1. For any
Hermitian matrix M1;M2, they are dened by8><>:
J(M) =  i[P;M ];
g(M1;M2) = tr( J2(M1);M2);
!(M1;M2) = g(J(M1);M2):
(4.2.32)
Let us consider the algebraic properties of them. If the matrix M is the normal vector of
TPCPN 1, the equation (4.2.31) means
J(M) = 0: (4.2.33)
For T 2 TPCPN 1, by using (4.2.30) we obtain
J2(T ) =  [P; [P; T ]] =  PT + 2PTP   TP =  T: (4.2.34)
Therefore, the operation J satises J2 =  1 on TPCPN 1, i:e: J is an almost complex structure.
For elements T1; T2 2 TPCPN 1, since we have
g(J(T1); J(T2)) = g(T1; T2); (4.2.35)
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the metric g is the Hermite metric of the almost complex structure J . For convenience, we
introduce
K(M1;M2) =
1
2
(g(M1;M2) + i!(M1;M2))
=trPM1M2   trPM1PM2
=trPM1M2   trPM1trPM2: (4.2.36)
We note that the last equality is special for the case of the complex projective space.
Until now, we have considered the ordinary CPN 1. Based on this setup, we consider the
construction of the star product on the fuzzy CPN 1. The point P of CPN 1 is represented as a
N N matrix, so it can be interpret as the operator acting on the N -dimensional Hilbert space
H. Let us introduce the L times tensor product of P :
PL = P 
    
 P| {z }
L
: (4.2.37)
The matrix P = A^tA^ represents a point in CPN 1, so we can dene a map from a operator F
acting on the Hilbert space HL := H 
    
 H to a function on the complex projective space
CPN 1 in the following way:
FL() = tr(PLF ): (4.2.38)
A star product of functions on the fuzzy CPN 1 is dened by the map from a product of
operators on the Hilbert space:
(FL GL)() = tr(PLFG): (4.2.39)
This star product is associative by denition.
In the following, we calculate the explicit expression of this star product. First, we consider
the L = 1 case. Since the density matrix is written as P = A^tA^, the map from operators to
functions is given by
F1() = trPF1 = 
A^trtA^F1 =: 
A^F1;A^: (4.2.40)
For the basis F1 = tA^; G1 = tB^; the corresponding functions are given by
F1() = trPtA^ = A^; G1() = trPtB^ = B^: (4.2.41)
Therefore, the star product between the coordinates from the Hilbert space H1 is given by
A^  B^ = trPtA^tB^ = trPtA^trPtB^ +K(tA^; tB^) = A^B^ +KA^B^ (4.2.42)
We generalize to the general L case. Operators F , G on the Hilbert space HL can be written as
F = F A^1A^LtA^1 
    
 tA^L ; G = G
A^1A^LtA^1 
    
 tA^L : (4.2.43)
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The star product of corresponding functions FL and GL is
FL GL =FL()GL() +
LX
l=1
(L  l)!
L!l!
@A^1    @A^lFL()K
A^1B^1   KA^lB^l@B^1    @B^lGL():
(4.2.44)
Since the nal expression can be written only by FL() and GL(), the star product of general
functions on CPN 1 is given by
F G =F ()G() +
LX
l=1
(L  l)!
L!l!
@A^1    @A^lF ()K
A^1B^1   KA^lB^l@B^1    @B^lG(): (4.2.45)
From this expression, we can obtain the star product expression (4.2.13) in the large L limit
with identifying ~ = 1=L. This star product is associative by denition. Therefore, we have
constructed the map from the matrices acting on HL to the functions on the complex projective
space with the star product (4.2.45).
Before closing this section, we explain the relation between the map (4.1.25) and the above
construction of the star product. We have considered the following map to obtain the star
product expression:
T  1 : Aut(HL) ! C(CPN 1)[[1=L]];
F 7! FL() = tr(PLF );
FG 7! FL() GL() = tr(PLFG):
(4.2.46)
According to this map, we can dene the semi-classical approximation (4.1.26) of the product
of the operators action on HL.
4.3 Recipe of gauge theory on noncommutative homogeneous
Kahler manifold
In this section, we review the construction of the gauge theory on the noncommutative homoge-
neous Kahler manifold. When we consider the star product which depends on the coordinate of
the manifold, the ordinary derivative and the star product do not commute, and the Leibniz rule
does not hold [30]. Fortunately, in the case of the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler man-
ifold, the Killing vectors induce the derivatives which satisfy the Leibniz rule. By using these
derivatives, we can construct the gauge theory on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler
manifold [29].
Let us explain the geometrical setup of the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold.
Let G be a Lie group, and H be a subgroup of G. A coset space G=H admits a dierential
structure, and this space is called a homogeneous manifold. On the homogeneous manifold, one
can nd Killing vectors which satises
[La;Lb] = if cabLc; (4.3.1)
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where a = 1; :::; dimG and f cab is a structure constant of the Lie group G. In the case of the Kahler
manifold, it is required that these Killing vectors are (anti-)holomorphic @

a = @

a = 0, where
La = ia@i = a @+ a @. For any 1-form  = dz+dz, we dene a = iai = a+ a.
The Killing form gab of the Lie group G satises gabb 

a = g
. For the star product (4.2.12),
we can show the Leibniz rule
La(f  g) = (Laf)  g + f  Lag; (4.3.2)
since the Killing equation holds:
a @g
 +  a @g
   g@a   g@ = 0: (4.3.3)
Based on this setup, we dene the gauge theory on the 2N -dimensional noncommutative
homogeneous Kahler manifold. Let us introduce the noncommutative gauge eld A^a whose
gauge transformation is given by
A^a ! A^0a = iU 1  LaU + U 1  A^a  U: (4.3.4)
The eld strength of this gauge eld is dened by
F^ab = LaA^b   LbA^a   A^a  A^b + A^b  A^a   if cabA^c: (4.3.5)
This eld strength is covariant under the gauge transformation F^ 0ab = U
 1  F^ab U . Under the
innitesimal transformation U = 1  i^, the gauge transformation becomes
A^a = La^  iA^a  ^+ i^  A^a: (4.3.6)
The gauge invariant kinetic term is given by
S =
1
4
Z
dNzdN z  gabgcdF^ac  F^bd; (4.3.7)
where the integral measure  is determined by requiring the following condition:Z
dNzdN z  f  g  h =
Z
dNzdN z  g  h  f: (4.3.8)
This condition is necessary to ensure the gauge invariance of the action (4.3.7). Since the
rst-order approximation of the star product in the deformation quantization with separation
of variable is determined as the equation (4.2.12), the integral measure can be taken as the
ordinary integral measure of the curved background  / pg in this approximation.
4.3.1 Gauge theory on fuzzy CPN 1 and matrix model
In this section, we discuss the relation between the gauge theory on the fuzzy CPN 1 and the
matrix model. We consider the matrix model which is given by
S = tr([Xa; Xb]  f cabXc)2; (4.3.9)
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where f cab is the structure constant of U(N). For the N = 2 case, CP1 ' S2, the supersymmetric
version of this action can be obtained from the dimensional reduction from the three-dimensional
super Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons theory [21]. We note that it is only possible to extend to the
matrix model with supersymmetry for the N = 2 case [65]. See [66{68] for details of the fuzzy
S2.
The star product of the fuzzy CPN 1 is given by the equation (4.2.13). We consider innite
size matricesXi. We restrict the matrix conguration to the conguration which can be obtained
from the deformation quantization (4.1.25). Under this assumption, the BPS equation4 of the
matrix model is written as
[Xa; Xb] = f cabXc: (4.3.10)
This equation can be solved in the rst-order approximation of the star product (4.2.8) by taking
Xa = a; (4.3.11)
where a is called a moment map of the Killing vector eld La. See Appendix C for details.
Around this solution Xa = a + A^a, the commutation relation of the matrices is
[Xa; Xb]   f cabXc =LaA^b   LbA^a + A^a  A^b   A^b  A^a   f cabA^c
=F^ab: (4.3.12)
We take the symplectic measure (4.1.33):
tr!
Z
dN 1zdN 1z
p
! =
Z
dN 1zdN 1z
p
g; (4.3.13)
and the corresponding gauge invariant action functional is
S !
Z
dN 1zdN 1z
p
gF^ab  F^ ab: (4.3.14)
This action is an example of the noncommutative gauge theory on the homogeneous Kahler
manifold which is given in the previous part of this section.
4.4 Eective metric on noncommutative homogeneous Kahler
manifold
In this section, we discuss the eective metric in the gauge theory on the noncommutative
homogeneous Kahler manifold (4.3.7). We give the rst-order formula of the Seiberg-Witten
map based on the star product (4.2.12). Then, we rewrite the eld strength and the gauge
invariant kinetic term of the noncommutative gauge theory in terms of the ordinary gauge
4Since the action is square of the equation (4.3.10), we call the equation (4.3.10) as the BPS equation.
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theory via the Seiberg-Witten map. This action can be written as an ordinary gauge theory on
the deformed background [1]. Finally, we discuss an ambiguity of the Seiberg-Witten map.
We show the explicit expression of the Seiberg-Witten map on the noncommutative Kahler
manifold in the rst-order approximation of the star product (4.2.12). Let us consider the formal
power series of ~ of the gauge eld A^a and the gauge parameter ^.
A^a = Aa + ~A(1)a +O(~2); (4.4.1)
^ = + ~(1) +O(~2): (4.4.2)
The condition of the Seiberg-Witten map is given by
A^a(A) + ^A^a(A) = A^a(Aa + Aa); (4.4.3)
where the gauge transformation of the noncommutative gauge eld is (4.3.6), and the gauge
transformation of the ordinary gauge eld is
Aa = La: (4.4.4)
At the rst order of ~, the equation (4.4.3) means
A(1)a (A+ d) A(1)a (A) = La(1)   ig(@Aa@  @@Aa): (4.4.5)
A solution of this equation is given by
A(1)a =
i
2
g(A(@Aa + 
i
aFi)  (@Aa + iaFi)A); (4.4.6)
(1) =
i
2
g(A@  @A): (4.4.7)
To get this results we have used the Killing equation (4.3.3). The eld strength is also expanded
as follows:
F^ab =LaAb   LbAa   if cabAc
+ ~(LaA(1)b   LbA(1)a   if cabA(1)c   ig@Aa@Ab + ig@Ab@Aa): (4.4.8)
The leading part ~0 is the ordinary eld strength contracted with the Killing vectors:
LaAb   LbAa   if cabAc = iajbFij =: Fab; (4.4.9)
where Fij = @iAj   @jAi. The rst-order part of the eld strength (4.4.8) is given by
LaA(1)b   LbA(1)a   if cabA(1)c   ig@Aa@Ab + ig@Ab@Aa
= igia
j
b (FiFj   FjFi)  ig(A@Fab   @FabA): (4.4.10)
Thus, by using the rst-order Seiberg-Witten map (4.4.6), the kinetic term of the U(1) gauge
theory on the noncommutative Kahler manifold becomes
S =
1
4
Z
dNzdN z
p
g

FijF
ij   2i~

Fg
 Fg
Fg
 + Fg
Fg
Fg
 +
1
4
gFFijF
ij

;
(4.4.11)
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where the higher corrections of ~ are omitted.
The action (4.4.11) can be rewritten as
Sg;A =
1
4
Z
dNzdN z
p
g0g0ikg0jlFijFkl; (4.4.12)
where
g0ij = gij + ~vij ; (4.4.13)
v =   i
2
F : (4.4.14)
Since v is Hermite, the metric g0 is an Hermite metric. The ordinary Ricci tensor of the Levi-
Civita connection of the resulting metric g0 is given by
R0 =R +
i~
2
r(grF) + i~
4
r(grF)  i~
4
r(grF ); (4.4.15)
where R is the Ricci tensor of the background metric g. See Appendix D for detail. The
corresponding Ricci scalar is
R0 = R+ i~rrF  + i~F R: (4.4.16)
Therefore, we nd that the nontrivially deformed geometry can also be obtained from the gauge
theory on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold.
Let us discuss the geometric quantities of the eective metric, such as the complex structure,
the Kahler form, and the Kahler potential. The complex structure is not changed
J =
 
i1N 0
0  i1N
!
: (4.4.17)
It can be understood by the fact that the star product (4.2.12) is trivial if both functions are
(anti-)holomorphic
f(z)  g(z) = f(z)g(z); f(z)  g(z) = f(z)g(z): (4.4.18)
The Kahler form of the eective metric g0 is
!0 = ig0dz
 ^ dz = ! + ~
2
Fdz
 ^ dz ; (4.4.19)
where ! = igdz
 ^ dz is the Kahler form of the background metric g. Since the Kahler
form of the eective metric is not always closed, the resulting manifold (M; g0) is not Kahler in
general. If the gauge eld satises F = F = 0, (M; g
0) is a Kahler manifold. In this case, we
can write A = @;A = @
, F = @A   @A =  @@(  ) where  is an arbitrary
function on the Kahler manifold M . The Riemann tensor (4.4.15) and the Kahler potential of
this conguration is given by
R0 =R +
i~
2
@@(g
F); (4.4.20)
0 =+
i~
2
(  ); (4.4.21)
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where  is a Kahler potential of the background metric g .
Before closing this section, we note that there is an ambiguity of the rst-order Seiberg-
Witten map (4.4.6) which is given by [62{64]
A(1)a (A;) =A
(1)
a (A) + La(gF); (4.4.22)
where  is an arbitrary constant. The rst-order Seiberg-Witten map of the gauge parameter
(1) is not changed. One can easily show that F^ab dose not depend on  at this order.
5 Thus,
if we consider only the gauge eld, the eective metric does not have an ambiguity from the
ambiguity of the rst-order Seiberg-Witten map.
5 In general, the ambiguity of the Seiberg-Witten map can change the eective metric, which is discussed
in [82].
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Chapter 5
Contravariant gravity
In this chapter, we investigate the contravariant gravity which is a gravitational theory on the
Poisson manifold [1, 2]. We start with the mathematical setups [69{75]. Then, we provide
the formulation of the contravariant gravity, such as the equation of motion, the corresponding
action, and the gauge symmetry. We also present several properties which play an important
role to investigate the relation between the contravariant gravity and the eective geometry
obtained from the noncommutative gauge theory.
5.1 Mathematical preliminary
In this section, we review the mathematical setup of the contravariant gravity. We start with the
Poisson-Lie algebroid which plays a central role in this framework. We also give the denition of
the contravariant connection. In particular, we study the contravariant Levi-Civita connection
in detail.
5.1.1 Poisson-Lie algebroid
Denition (Poisson-Lie algebroid): Let (M;) be a Poisson manifold ((4.1.12)-(4.1.17)).
For 1-forms  = idx
i and  = idx
i, the Koszul bracket [; ] :  (T M)  (T M)!  (T M)
is dened by
[; ] =

k
kl@li   (lk@ki + @ilkk)l

dxi: (5.1.1)
A map  :  (T M)!  (TM) is dened by
() = i
ij@j ; (5.1.2)
where  is a 1-form. The triple (T M; [; ]; ) is called the Poisson-Lie algebroid which satises
the following axioms of the Lie algebroid:(
([; ]) = [(); ()];
[; f] = [; ] + (()f);
(5.1.3)
where f is a function on M . The map  is called an anchor map.
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
We give a geometrical understanding of the Poisson-Lie algebroid. In the ordinary dierential
geometry, a Lie bracket between vectors X;Y 2 TM can be understood as a Lie derivative
[X;Y ] = LXY . In the contravariant geometry, we can interpret the Koszul bracket as a Poisson-
Lie derivative [; ] =: L which is dened in the following way. First, the Schouten-Nijenhuis
bracket between an n-vector  = 1 ^    ^ n and an m-vector  = 1 ^    ^ m is dened by
[; ]SN =
X
i;j
( 1)i+j [i; j ] ^ 1 ^    ^ i 1 ^ i+1 ^    ^ n
^1 ^    ^ j 1 ^ j+1 ^    ^ m; (5.1.4)
where the bracket in the right hand side [i; j ] is the ordinary Lie bracket between the vector
elds. By using the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket, the Poisson condition can be expressed as
[; ]SN = 0: (5.1.5)
The Lichnerowicz dierential d : ^nTM ! ^n+1TM is dened by
dV = [; V ]SN; (5.1.6)
where V = (1=n!)V i1in@i1 ^    ^ @in . The Lichnerowicz dierential is nilpotent d2 = 0 if
and only if the bivector  satises the Poisson condition [; ]SN = 0. An interior product
 : ^nTM ! ^n 1TM is dened by
V =
1
(n  1)iV
ij1jn 1@j1 ^    ^ @jn 1 ; (5.1.7)
where  = idx
i is a 1-form. The Poisson-Lie derivative L : ^nTM ! ^nTM is dened as
follows:
LV =dV + dV; for n-vector V, (5.1.8)
Lf =ij@jf@i; for a function f; (5.1.9)
which satises
L(fV ) = Lf ^ V + f LV; (5.1.10)
for a function f and a vector eld V . The Koszul bracket (5.1.1) appears from the commutation
relation of the Poisson-Lie derivative:
[ L; L] = L[;] : (5.1.11)
A set of operations (d; L;) satises the Cartan formula:
fd; dg = 0; f;g = 0; fd;g = L;
[ L;] = [;] ; [ L; L] = L[;] ; [d; L] = 0:
(5.1.12)
Based on this formula, we can discuss the dierential geometry implemented the Poisson tensor
, which is called the contravariant geometry, in the parallel way with the ordinary dierential
geometry.
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5.1.2 Contravariant connection
We introduce the contravariant connection based on the Poisson-Lie algebroid (T M; [; ]; ),
and explain the corresponding curvature and the torsion tensor in the contravariant geometry.
An ane connection is a map r : T M  T M ! T M which satises the following axioms8>>>><>>>>:
r( + ) = r + r;
r+ = r + r;
rf = f r;
r(f) = ( Lf) + f r;
(5.1.13)
where ; ;  are 1-forms and f is a function on M . The curvature and the torsion of this
connection are dened by
R(; ) = r r   r r   r[;]; (5.1.14)
T (; ) = r   r   [; ]: (5.1.15)
Since the curvature and the torsion satisfy
R(f; g)h = fgh R(f; g); (5.1.16)
T (f; g) = fg T (; ); (5.1.17)
for functions f; g and h on M , these quantities R and T are covariant.
When we take a local coordinate fxig, the connection is specied by its coecients
ridxj := rdxidxj =  ijk dxk; (5.1.18)
for 1-form basis fdxig. Then, the curvature tensor and the torsion tensor is written as
T (dxi; dxj) = ( ijm    jim   @mij)dxm; (5.1.19)
R(dxi; dxj)dxk = (im@m 
jk
l   jm@m ikl   @nij  nkl +  jkm  iml    ikm jml )dxl: (5.1.20)
The denition of the curvature tensor and torsion tensor in the contravariant geometry is par-
allel with the ordinary Riemann geometry, and the similar geometric properties hold in the
contravariant geometry, as we will see in the next section.
We briey discuss a relation between the contravariant geometry and the noncommutative
space in the rst-order approximation of the star product. In the rst-order approximation of
the star product (4.1.21), (4.2.4), and (4.1.27) on the Poisson manifold, a derivative can be
induced from the Poisson bracket:
fxi; g = ij(x)@j : (5.1.21)
This derivative of the vector fxi; V jg is not covariant under the dieomorphism transformation.
We introduce the ane connection   to make the Poisson bracket covariant in the following
way,
riV j = ik@kV j    ijk V k: (5.1.22)
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The curvature tensor and the torsion tensor can be obtained from the commutation relation of
this covariant derivative:
[ ri; rj ]V k =   T ijm rmV k + Jmij@mV k   Rkijm V m; (5.1.23)
where
Jmij =mn@nij + in@njm + jn@nmi: (5.1.24)
This tensor J ijk is zero because of the Poisson condition, and T , R are the same with the
torsion tensor (5.1.19) and the Riemann tensor (5.1.20). Hence, the covariant derivative with
the Poisson tensor (5.1.22) is naturally described by the contravariant geometry.
5.1.3 Contravariant Levi-Civita connection
In this section, we focus on the contravariant Levi-Civita connection which is specied by the
torsionless condition and the metric compatibility condition. This connection is an analog of
the Levi-Civita connection in general relativity. For the covariant derivative of the contravariant
Levi-Civita connection, we nd the divergence theorem which is essential to dene the invariant
measure in the contravariant gravity.
Contravariant Levi-Civita connection: The contravariant Levi-Civita connection is deter-
mined by
T ijk = 0; (5.1.25)
rkGij = 0: (5.1.26)
As the standard way to get the Levi-Civita connection in the Riemann geometry, one can obtain
the unique connection in terms of the metric and the Poisson tensor:
 ijk =
1
2
Gmk

il@lG
jm + jl@lG
im   ml@lGij +Glj@lmi +Gli@lmj +Glm@lij

: (5.1.27)
This connection is called the contravariant Levi-Civita connection, which consists of the deriva-
tives of not only the metric but also the Poisson tensor. We note that this connection is not
symmetric under exchanging the indices i and j, in spite of that this connection satises the
torsionless condition.
Contravariant Einstein tensor: We dene an analog of the Einstein tensor which is diver-
genceless with respect to the covariant derivative of the contravariant Levi-Civita connection
(5.1.27). The contravariant Ricci tensor and the contravariant Ricci scalar of the curvature
tensor (5.1.20) are dened by
Rij = Rikjk ;
R = Gij R
ij : (5.1.28)
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We can show that the following Bianchi identities for the contravariant Riemann tensor:
Rkijl +
Rijkl +
Rjkil = 0; (5.1.29)
rkRlijm + ri Rljkm + rj Rlkim = 0: (5.1.30)
The contravariant Einstein tensor is dened by
Gij = Rij   1
2
Gij R: (5.1.31)
One can easily show that
riGij = 0; (5.1.32)
by using the Bianchi identities (5.1.29) and (5.1.30).
Invariant measure: Here, in the contravariant geometry we see that the naive measure of
integral
p
G 1 does not work, and then we provide an appropriate measure of the contravariant
geometry.
The Poisson-Lie derivative of the metric tensor Gij can be written in terms of the covariant
derivatives of the contravariant Levi-Civita connection as
LGkl = rk(iGil) + rl(iGki): (5.1.33)
This equation is a contravariant counterpart of LXgij = riXj + rjXi, where ri is a covari-
ant derivative of the ordinary Levi-Civita connection in the ordinary Riemann geometry. The
Poisson-Lie derivative of the Kronecker delta vanishes: Lkl = 0. Then, we obtain
LGij =  Gik( LGkl)Glj : (5.1.34)
The Poisson-Lie derivative of the naive measure of integral G 1 = (detGij) 1 = detGij is given
by
L
p
G 1 =
1
2
p
G 1Gij LGij =  
p
G 1 rii: (5.1.35)
Using an identity of the contravariant Levi-Civita connection
p
G 1 jij =  @j(
p
G 1ij); (5.1.36)
we nd a useful relation:
p
G 1 rii = @j(
p
G 1iji) + 2
p
G 1 jij i: (5.1.37)
There is a crucial dierence between the above relation and the one in ordinary Riemann geom-
etry: The covariant counterpart of the equation (5.1.37) is given by
p
griXi = @i(pgXi); (5.1.38)
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which plays an important role to prove the general covariance of an action. On the other hand,
in the contravariant geometry the second term in the relation (5.1.37) arises as an obstruction
to the invariance of the naive integral measure
p
G 1dnx under the dieomorphism. We can
avoid this obstruction by introducing an additional factor into the invariant measure.
As in the ordinary Riemann geometry, we can also provide the divergence theorem (5.1.38)
in the contravariant geometry. We introduce an additional scalar , and require the divergence
theorem:
e
p
G 1 rii = @j(e
p
G 1iij): (5.1.39)
This equation implies that the scalar  must satisfy
ij@j = 2 
ji
j =  
2p
G 1
@j(
p
G 1ij): (5.1.40)
In the case where the Poisson tensor is invertible, the equation (5.1.40) can be solved by
 =   log  det(ij) det(Gkl) : (5.1.41)
It is straightforward to show that this scalar  solves the condition (5.1.40).
We comment on the equation (5.1.40). One can show that   =  iji @j is a vector eld, i:e:
 iji
is covariant under the dieomorphism. By a straightforward computation, this vector   turns
out to be d-closed d  = 0. The condition (5.1.40) is the same with d-exactness of  . In this
thesis, we assume that the vector eld   is a trivial element of the d-cohomology, i:e:, there
exists a function  which satises the equation (5.1.40).
5.2 Contravariant gravity
In this section, we provide the formulation of the contravariant gravity [1, 2]. See also [90] 1.
First of all, let us briey summarize what the contravariant gravity is. Let (M;G; ) be a
Riemann-Poisson manifold, whereM is a smooth manifold, Gij is a metric and  = (1=2)ij@i^@j
is a Poisson bivector. The equation of motion of the contravariant gravity without matter elds
is given by
Rij   1
2
Gij R = 0: (5.2.1)
This equation is called the contravariant Einstein equation. The corresponding action isZ
dDx
p
G 1e R; (5.2.2)
1In the paper [90], they use a dierent integration measure based on the inappropriate -dieomorphism
argument. According to this, there are several inconsistencies, for instance the algebra of gauge symmetry does
not closed.
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which we call the contravariant Einstein-Hilbert action. We can introduce a cosmological con-
stant to the contravariant Einstein-Hilbert action.
Sc = 2
Z
dDxe
p
G 1: (5.2.3)
The equation of motion of this action is
Rij   1
2
Gij R = Gij : (5.2.4)
The action is invariant under the dieomorphism with a gauge parameter i:(
G
ij = k@kG
ij  Gil@lj  Gjl@li;
X
ij = k@k
ij   il@lj + jl@li:
(5.2.5)
The action is also invariant under the -dieomorphism [94] with a gauge parameter i:(
G
ij = k
kl@lG
ij + (ik@kl + k@l
ik)Glj + (jk@kl + k@l
jk)Gil;

ij = 0:
(5.2.6)
In the next section, we discuss the gauge symmetry of the contravariant Einstein-Hilbert action in
detail. In particular, we show that the dieomorphism transformation and the -dieomorphism
transformation form a closed algebra. In the section 5.2.2, we provide several solutions of
the contravariant Einstein equation. Finally, we discuss the linearization of the contravariant
Einstein equation.
5.2.1 Gauge symmetry
First, let us consider the -dieomorphism which is generated by the Poisson-Lie derivative
(5.1.8). The -dieomorphism transformation of the metric and the Poisson tensor is dened
by
G
ij := LGij = kkl@lGij + (ik@kl + k@lik)Glj + (jk@kl + k@ljk)Gil; (5.2.7)

ij :=0: (5.2.8)
Since once we change the Poisson tensor underlining geometry totally change, the Poisson tensor
is not a tensor 
ij 6= L under the -dieomorphism.
We can also understand the -dieomorphism of the Poisson tensor (5.2.8) from a physical
viewpoint. Here, let us write the Poisson-Lie derivative as L = L to see the  dependence ex-
plicitly. If we assign 
ij = L ij i:e: the Poisson tensor is a tensor under the -dieomorphism,
a commutation relation of the -dieomorphism transformation gives
[;  ]G
ij =[;]G
ij + L Gij   L

 G
ij : (5.2.9)
In this case, the gauge symmetry algebra of the -dieomorphism fails to close. Therefore, we
have to dene the -dieomorphism as the equation (5.2.8).
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Next, we consider the dieomorphism in the contravariant gravity. The dieomorphism
transformation for a coordinate transformation xi ! x0i is given by(
G0ij(x0) = @x
0i
@xa
@x0j
@xb
Gab(x);
0ij(x0) = @x
0i
@xa
@x0j
@xb
ab(x):
(5.2.10)
For an innitesimal transformation x0i = xi + i, the transformation rules (5.2.10) become(
XG
ij = k@kG
ij  Gil@lj  Gjl@li;
X
ij = k@k
ij   il@lj + jl@li:
(5.2.11)
This transformation is generated by the ordinary Lie derivative L with the vector eld  = i@i.
We emphasize that the Poisson tensor must transform together with the metric to get the correct
transformation of the contravariant Levi-Civita connection:
( 0)abc =
@xk
@x0c
@x0a
@xi
ij
@2x0b
@xj@xk
+
@x0a
@xi
@x0b
@xj
@xk
@x0c
 ijk : (5.2.12)
This formula can also be obtained from the axioms of the ane connection (5.1.13): On an-
other local patch, say fx0ig, we have another set of basis of 1-forms fdx0ig, and introduce the
coecients  0 as
rdx0adx0b  ( 0)abc dx0c: (5.2.13)
On the intersection of the two local patches fxig and fx0ig, we have
rdx0adx0b = r @x0a
@xi
dxi

@x0b
@xj
dxj

=
@x0a
@xi

ij
@2x0b
@xj@xk
+
@x0b
@xj
 ijk

dxk; (5.2.14)
by using (5.1.13) and (5.1.18). Thus, we can see the behavior of the coecients under the
coordinate transformation (5.2.12).
We comment on a relation between the -dieomorphism  and the dieomorphism . Since
a 1-vector  can be made from the 1-form  and the Poisson tensor , we nd that
G
ij   Gij = ik(d)klGlj + jk(d)klGli; (5.2.15)

ij   ij = ik(d)kllj : (5.2.16)
The right hand sides can be understood as a gauge transformation of a B-eld in string theory
B ! B + d after applying the open-closed relation with a strong B-eld limit [22,94].
Since the dieomorphism and -dieomorphism are gauge symmetry of the contravariant
gravity, they have to form a closed algebra. The full gauge symmetry algebra of this theory is
given by 8><>:
[X ; Y ] =  [X;Y ];
[X ;  ] =  LX ;
[ ; ] =  [;] :
(5.2.17)
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The rst and last commutation relations are obvious by construction. In the following, we show
the second commutation relation. Since for the Poisson tensor it holds that
Lij =  ik(d)kllj ; (5.2.18)
the -dieomorphism transformation can be written as(
G
ij = G
ij + ik(d)klG
lj + jk(d)klG
li;

ij = 
ij + ik(d)kl
lj :
(5.2.19)
We introduce
0 =    : (5.2.20)
Then, for this combination 0 , the gauge transformation of the metric and the Poisson tensor is(
0G
ij = ik(d)klG
lj + jk(d)klG
li;
0
ij = ik(d)kl
lj :
(5.2.21)
Using these relation, we can nd that
0X
ij =0(X
k@k
ij   ik@kXj + jk@kXi)
=Xk@k(
im(d)mn
nj)  im(d)mnnk@kXj + jm(d)mnnk@kXi
=X
im(d)mn
nj + im(d)mnX
nj + im(LXd)mnnj
=X 0ij + 0LXd
ij (5.2.22)
For the metric, one gets the similar relation:
0XG
ij =X 0Gij + 0LXdG
ij (5.2.23)
Therefore, for the transformation 0 we obtain
[X ; 
0
 ] =  0LX : (5.2.24)
From this relation, we can recover
[X ;  ] =[X ; 
0
 ] + [X ; ] =  LX : (5.2.25)
Note that the Poisson tensor in the second term has to transform under the dieomorphism
transformation.
5.2.2 Solutions of equation of motion
We give several solutions for the equations of motion of the contravariant gravity either with
or without cosmological constant (5.2.4). In this thesis, we focus on Kahler manifolds, Cn,
CPn, the Eguchi-Hanson space, since these manifolds are implemented with a natural Poisson
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structure which is given by the inverse of the Kahler form. In terms of a Kahler potential  the
metric and the Kahler form are written as
g =
@2
@z@z
; ! = igdz
 ^ dz ; (5.2.26)
where ; ; ::: and ; ; ::: denote indices of the complex coordinates. See Appendix C. A corre-
sponding Poisson structure  is given by a matrix relation
ij!jk = 
i
k: (5.2.27)
Complex plane Cn: The simplest example is obtained by setting both the metric and Poisson
tensor to be constant. The constant metric is specied by the Kahler potential
(z1; z1; z2; z2;    ; zn; zn) = 1
2
(jz1j2 + jz2j2 +   + jznj2): (5.2.28)
As one can easily see that the contravariant Levi-Civita connection vanishes since it contains at
least one derivative of either the metric or the Poisson tensor. Thus, the curvature tensor, Ricci
tensor, the scalar curvature become trivial, and this conguration is a solution to the equation
of motion (5.2.1).
Complex Projective Space CPN : The complex projective space CPN is also a solution of
the contravariant Einstein equation with a cosmological constant. We show explicit formulas of
CP1 and CP2, then we explain the generic N case.
The standard metric of the complex projective space CP1 is given by the Fubini-Study metric:
G =
2dz 
 dz
(jzj2 + 1)2 ; (5.2.29)
and the symplectic form is given by
! =
2idz ^ dz
(jzj2 + 1)2 : (5.2.30)
The corresponding Kahler potential is given by
(z; z) = log(1 + jzj2): (5.2.31)
For this metric and this Poisson tensor, we obtain
Rzzzz = 2(jzj2 + 1)2;
Rzz = 2(jzj2 + 1)2; (5.2.32)
R = 4:
Then, we see that the equation of motion without cosmological constant (5.2.1) is satised
Rzz   1
2
Gzz R = 2(jzj2 + 1)2   1
2
 (jzj2 + 1)2  4 = 0: (5.2.33)
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It is also an example of the contravariant Einstein manifold2:
Rzz = 2Gzz: (5.2.34)
For the two-dimensional complex projective space CP2, the Kahler potential is given by
(z1; z1; z2; z2) = log(1 + jz1j2 + jz2j2): (5.2.35)
The corresponding metric of the complex projective space CP2 is given by
Gij =
1
(jz1j2 + jz2j2 + 1)2
0BBBB@
0 jz2j2 + 1 0  z1z2
jz2j2 + 1 0  z1z2 0
0  z1z2 0 jz1j2 + 1
 z1z2 0 jz1j2 + 1 0
1CCCCA : (5.2.36)
The Kahler form associated with this metric is
!ij =
i
(jz1j2 + jz2j2 + 1)2
0BBBB@
0 jz2j2 + 1 0  z1z2
 (jz2j2 + 1) 0 z1z2 0
0  z1z2 0 jz1j2 + 1
z1z2 0  (jz1j2 + 1) 0
1CCCCA ; (5.2.37)
and its Poisson structure  is
ij = (jz1j2 + jz2j2 + 1)
0BBBB@
0 i(jz1j2 + 1) 0 iz1z2
 i(jz1j2 + 1) 0  iz1z2 0
0 iz1z2 0 i(jz2j2 + 1)
 iz1z2 0  i(jz2j2 + 1) 0
1CCCCA : (5.2.38)
After some computations, CP2 turns out to be a contravariant Einstein manifold:
Rij = 3Gij : (5.2.39)
Therefore, CP2 is a solution to the equation of motion of the contravariant gravity (5.2.1) with
a cosmological constant  =  3.
Finally, we consider the N-dimensional complex projective space CPN . The Kahler potential
of the complex projective space is given by
(z1; z1; z2; z2;    ; zN ; zN ) = log
 
1 +
NX
m=1
jzmj2
!
: (5.2.40)
One can easily see
Rij = (1 +N)Gij ; (5.2.41)
and this space solve the contravariant Einstein equation with a cosmological constant  = 1 N2.
2A Riemann manifold (M;G) is said to be an Einstein manifold, if the Ricci curvature is proportional to
the metric. The Poisson-Riemann manifold (M;G; ) is said to be a contravariant Einstein manifold, if the
contravariant Ricci curvature is proportional to the metric.
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Eguchi-Hanson Space: Another example is the Eguchi-Hanson space, which is Ricci-at in
the ordinary Riemann geometry. This space was originally considered in the context of the
gravitational instanton. The Kahler potential of the Eguchi-Hanson space is given by
(z1; z1; z2; z2) = log

2e
p
4+a4=a2
a2 +
p
4 + a4

; (5.2.42)
where a is a real constant and
2 = jz1j2 + jz2j2: (5.2.43)
We can actually show that the contravariant Ricci tensor of the Eguchi-Hanson space also
vanishes:
Rij = 0: (5.2.44)
5.3 Weyl Transformation
In this section, we consider the Weyl transformation of the contravariant Riemann tensor and
the scalar  which satises the equation (5.1.39). We also show that an analog of the Weyl
tensor can be dened in the contravariant gravity.
The Weyl transformation is dened by
Gij ! ~Gij = e2
Gij ; (5.3.1)
where 
 is an arbitrary function on the manifold. We assume that the Poisson tensor does not
change under the Weyl transformation. The Weyl transformation of the contravariant Levi-
Civita connection is given by
 ijk ! ~ ijk = ijk +Gmk
 
Gjmil +Gimjl  Gijml@l
: (5.3.2)
The contravariant Riemann tensor is transformed as follows:
Rkijl ! ~Rkijl = Rkijl + Lkijl ; (5.3.3)
where
Lkijl = 
j
lB
ik   ilBjk  GjkGlmBim +GikGlmBjm; (5.3.4)
Bik = ri(kj@j
)  (ij@j
)(kl@l
) + 1
2
GikGjl(
jm@m
)(
ln@n
): (5.3.5)
For a D-dimensional manifold, the Weyl transformations of the contravariant Ricci tensor and
the contravariant Ricci scalar are
~Rij = Rij   (D   2)Bji  GijGklBkl; (5.3.6)
e2
 ~R = R  2(D   1)GijBij : (5.3.7)
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Here, we consider the Weyl transformation of the contravariant Einstein-Hilbert action. We
note that under the Weyl transformation the scalar  in the integral measure transforms
! ~ = + 2D
; (5.3.8)
since the scalar  solves the partial dierential equation (5.1.40). It yields
e
~
p
~G 1 ~R = e(D 2)
e
p
G 1
 
R+Gkj L
kij
i

: (5.3.9)
Therefore, except for D = 2 case, we can eliminate the scalar eld , which appears in the
prefactor of the Einstein-Hilbert action, by performing the Weyl transformation.
We also nd an analog of the contravariant Weyl tensor in the contravariant geometry:
Ckijl =
Rkijl +
1
D   2(
j
l
Rki   il Rkj  GjkGlm Rmi +GikGlm Rmj)
+
1
(D   1)(D   2)(
j
lG
ik   ilGjk) R: (5.3.10)
We can check the Weyl invariance of the contravariant Weyl tensor as follows. According to the
equations (5.3.6) and (5.3.7), the tensor (5.3.5) is written as
Bij =
1
D   2(
Rij   ~Rij) + 1
2(D   1)(D   2)(G
ij R  ~Gij ~R): (5.3.11)
By substituting (5.3.11) into the equation (5.3.3), we see that the contravariant Weyl tensor
Ckijl is invariant under the Weyl transformation.
Before closing this section, we remark the local scale transformation of the Poisson tensor.
In the contravariant geometry, we consider both the Poisson tensor and the metric tensor as
geometric objects. Thus, we should treat them equally and independently. However, we must
restrict the function ! in the scale transformation of the Poisson tensor ~ij = e2!ij , since
the Poisson condition does not hold unless d! = 0. Therefore, in comparison with the Weyl
transformation of the metric, the scale transformation of the Poisson tensor is limited.
5.4 Linearization
In this section, we consider uctuations of the metric and the Poisson tensor in the contravariant
gravity. We assume that the uctuation of the Poisson tensor dose not break the Poisson
condition. It is important to introduce the Poisson tensor uctuation to discuss its relation with
the noncommutative gauge theory in Discussion and Outlook.
The uctuation of the metric and the Poisson tensor are introduced as
Gij + hij ; ij + ij ; (5.4.1)
where  is an innitesimal constant. We consider the rst-order approximation O() of the
contravariant Riemann curvature at rst. At this level, the contravariant Levi-Civita connection
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is given by
 ijk (G
ij + hij ; ij + ij) = ijk
  im jmk
+

2
Gkm( rihjm + rjhim   rmhij)
+

2
Gkm(G
inrnmj +Gjnrnmi +Gmnrnij) +O(2); (5.4.2)
where  ijk is the ordinary Levi-Civita connection of the metric Gij , and r is the covariant
derivative of  ijk. Using this form, we nd the rst-order approximation of the contravariant
Riemann tensor:
Rkijl (G
ij + hij ; ij + ij) = Rkijl
+

2
Gln( ri rkhjn   ri rnhjk   rj rkhin + rj rnhik)
  
2
Gln( R
kij
m h
mn + Rnijm h
km)
+

2
Gln(G
jm rirmnk +Gkm rirmnj +Gmn rirmjk)
  
2
Gln(G
im rjrmnk +Gkm rjrmni +Gmn rjrmik)
  imjnRklmn + jminRklmn
+ imrmKjkl   jmrmKikl   rmijKmkl +O(2); (5.4.3)
where
Kijk =
1
2
Gkl(rlij  rijl +rjli); (5.4.4)
which we call the contorsion tensor of the contravariant Levi-Civita connection. To obtain this
formula, we used the Poisson condition for  + . See Appendix E for detail.
5.4.1 Linearized contravariant Einstein equation
Until now, we have considered uctuations around a general background. In the following, we
discuss the uctuations around a at metric ij and a constant Poisson tensor 
ij . Around this
background, the contravariant Levi-Civita is given by
 ijk =
1
2
(il@lh
j
k + 
jl@lh
i
k   kl@lhij + @jki + @ikj + @kij); (5.4.5)
where indices are raised and lowered by ij not ij . In the case of the at background, the
linearized contravariant Riemann tensor (5.4.3) becomes
Rkijl =

2
(knim@n@mh
j
l   lnim@n@mhjk + im@k@mlj + im@j@mlk + im@l@mjk)
  
2
(knjm@n@mh
i
l   lnjm@n@mhik + jm@k@mli + jm@i@mlk + jm@l@mik) +O(2):
(5.4.6)
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The contravariant Ricci tensor and the contravariant Ricci scalar can be written as
Rkj =

2
(knim@n@mh
j
i + 
jnim@n@mh
k
i   inim@n@mhjk   knjm@n@mhii)
+

2
(im@k@mi
j + im@j@mi
k   jm@i@mik   km@i@mij) +O(2); (5.4.7)
R =(jnim@n@mhij   jnjm@n@mhii + 2im@j@mij) +O(2): (5.4.8)
Using ~@i := ij@j , the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar are rewritten as
Rkj =

2
(~@k ~@ihj i + ~@
j ~@ihki   ~@i ~@ihjk   ~@j ~@khii)
+

2
(@k ~@ii
j + @j ~@ii
k   @i ~@jik   @i ~@kij) +O(2); (5.4.9)
R =(~@i ~@jhij   ~@j ~@jhii   2@i ~@jij) +O(2): (5.4.10)
Therefore, the contravariant Einstein equation is simplied as follows:
(~@k ~@ih
ji + ~@j ~@ih
ki   ~@i ~@ihjk   ~@j ~@khii)  kj(~@i ~@lhil   ~@l ~@lhii)
+(@k ~@ii
j + @j ~@ii
k   @i ~@jik   @i ~@kij) + 2kj@i ~@jij = 0: (5.4.11)
As the ordinary linearized Einstein equation, we can nd that
~@j((~@
k ~@ih
ji + ~@j ~@ih
ki   ~@i ~@ihjk   ~@j ~@khii)  kj(~@i ~@lhil   ~@l ~@lhii)) = 0: (5.4.12)
This equation means that the remaining part of the equation (5.4.11) must be divergenceless:
0 =~@j((@
k ~@ii
j + @j ~@ii
k   @i ~@jik   @i ~@kij) + 2kj@i ~@jij)
=~@j@i( ~@jik + ~@kij): (5.4.13)
Since this relation is satised by a linearized version of the Poisson condition, this provides us
with a consistency check for the linearized contravariant Einstein equation (5.4.11) with the
uctuation of the Poisson tensor .
Let us discuss a linearized version of the gauge symmetries of the contravariant gravity. In
terms of the uctuations hij and ij , the dieomorphism transformations are(
Xh
ij =  @iXj   @jXi;
X
ij =  ~@iXj + ~@jXi; (5.4.14)
on the other hand, the -dieomorphism transformations are(
h
ij = ~@ij + ~@ji;

ij = 0:
(5.4.15)
It is interesting that the -dieomorphism (5.4.15) looks like the dieomorphism of the linearized
Einstein equation (5.4.11). On the other hand, the equations (5.4.14) are the dieomorphism
in terms of the original symmetry of the contravariant gravity theory. From these formulas of
the contravariant Einstein equation and this gauge symmetry transformations, the contravariant
gravity has a correct number of degrees of freedom of the metric uctuation.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Outlook
In this thesis, we investigated both the gravitational theory on the Poisson manifold and the
gauge theory on the noncommutative space at the rst order approximation of the star product
towards the description of gravity in the noncommutative spacetime motivated by the matrix
model. Let us summarize the results presented in this thesis.
In the rst part, we presented the detailed analysis of the gauge theory on the noncommu-
tative space described by the star product of the deformation quantization from the geometric
point of view. We started with the review of the emergent gravity from the gauge theory on
the Moyal plane. Then, we generalized the argument of the emergent gravity to the case of
the gauge theory on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold. To nd the eective
metric on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold, the explicit expression of the
rst-order Seiberg-Witten map was provided. We found that the gauge theory on a noncom-
mutative Kahler manifold can also be written as the similar form to the ordinary gauge theory
on the background deformed from the original Kahler geometry. The eective metric obtained
in this procedure turned out to be a non-Kahler metric in general. We discussed the condition
of the conguration of the gauge eld for the resulting geometry to admit the Kahler structure.
We also showed that there is an ambiguity of the Seiberg-Witten map, and that this ambiguity
does not give any correction for the eective metric.
In the second part, we gave an improved formulation of the gravity on the Poisson manifold,
namely the contravariant gravity. In particular, we presented the properties of this framework,
which are developed for the analysis of the geometrical meaning of the emergent gravity. In
the formulation of the contravariant gravity, the key point was the divergence theorem (5.1.39)
and (5.1.40). These equations are essential to obtain the appropriate Einstein-type equation
from the Lagrangian of the contravariant gravity, and to guarantee the invariance of the action
under the dieomorphism and the -dieomorphism. We proved that these symmetry transfor-
mations form a closed algebra. We also showed that several Kahler manifolds are solutions of
the contravariant Einstein equation with or without cosmological constant. In addition, basic
properties of the contravariant gravity were provided, such as the Weyl transformation and the
linearization formula.
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6.1 Discussion
Based on the rst-order analyses given in this thesis, we nd an interesting relation between the
gauge theory on the noncommutative space and the contravariant gravity.
Moyal plane case:
First, we consider the relation in the case of the Moyal plane. As a background of the con-
travariant geometry, we consider
Gij = ij ; ij = ij ; (6.1.1)
where ij is a constant anti-symmetric tensor which corresponds to the noncommutative param-
eter in the noncommutative gauge theory on the Moyal plane. In the rst-order approximation
of the contravariant geometry on this background, the Poisson condition is given by
~@ijk + ~@jki + ~@kij = 0; (6.1.2)
where ~@i = ij@j . This linearized Poisson condition has the same form with the Bianchi identity
of the gauge theory. Hence, this equation (6.1.2) suggests that the uctuation  is identied
with the gauge eld Ai in the following way
ij = ~@iAj   ~@jAi: (6.1.3)
This vector eld Ai corresponds to the gauge eld which appears from the Seiberg-Witten
map in the gauge theory on the Moyal plane. On the other hand, the metric is treated as a
background in the noncommutative gauge theory, and we also treat the metric as a background
in the contravariant geometry:
hij = 0: (6.1.4)
By using the relation (6.1.3) and the linearized formula (5.4.7), the contravariant Ricci tensor
turns out to be
Rjk(ij ; ij + ~@iAj   ~@jAi) =~@2@jAk + ~@2@kAj   @j ~@k ~@iAi   @k ~@j ~@iAi + 2~@j ~@k@iAi: (6.1.5)
We can compare the result of the noncommutative gauge theory (3.4.15) and nd the following
relation:
  Rij(ij ; ij + ~@iAj   ~@jAi) = Rij(ij + ikFkj + jkFki)j@i$~@i (6.1.6)
where the left hand side is calculated from the contravariant geometry (5.4.7), and the right
hand side is obtained from the noncommutative gauge theory (3.4.15). We emphasize that since
the metric uctuation is not introduced in the contravariant gravity, the nontrivial curvature is
obtained from the uctuation of the Poisson tensor. The equation (6.1.6) implies that we can
identify the uctuation of the Poisson tensor  in the contravariant geometry with the uctuation
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of the emergent metric u by interchanging the role of derivative @ and ~@ in this expression.
(See also the footnote under the equation (3.2.16).) Therefore, the contravariant gravity is an
appropriate geometric framework for the eective geometry from the noncommutative gauge
theory in the rst-order approximation.
Homogeneous Kahler manifold case:
Next, we consider the case of the Kahler manifold (M;Gij). We assume that the Poisson tensor
is given by the Kahler form !:
 = iG : (6.1.7)
Since the metric is covariantly constant, the Poisson structure is also covariantly constant. Thus,
the contorsion tensor (5.4.4) of the contravariant Levi-Civita connection vanishes:
Kijk = 0: (6.1.8)
Then, the covariant derivative becomes
ri = ijrj : (6.1.9)
In this case, the contravariant Ricci scalar is the same with the ordinary Ricci scalar:
R[G; ] = ijmnRjmni = R[G
 1]: (6.1.10)
We focus on the uctuation of the Poisson tensor and put the metric uctuation to be zero
as same as before. In this case, the contravariant Ricci scalar can be written as
R[G;  + ] =R[G 1] + (2Gilijrjrklk + 2imnjRjkmn) +O(2)
=R[G 1] + 4
 
irr + iR

+O(2); (6.1.11)
by using the linearized formula (5.4.3). The Poisson condition of the bivector ij + ij can be
solved generally by taking
ij = ikrkAj   jkrkAi; (6.1.12)
where Ai is an arbitrary vector eld. Let us take
Ai = ijAj ; (6.1.13)
where the eld Ai corresponds to the U(1) vector eld which appears from the Seiberg-Witten
map. Since the Poisson tensor is covariantly constant, the uctuation of the Poisson tensor
becomes
ij = ikjl(rkAl  rlAk): (6.1.14)
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In terms of the complex coordinate, the uctuation of the Poisson tensor  can be written as
 =  F ;  = F  ; (6.1.15)
and their complex conjugates. We can see that the uctuation of the contravariant Ricci scalar
(6.1.11) is the same with the Ricci scalar which is obtained by the noncommutative gauge theory
on a Kahler manifold (4.4.16) with identifying 4 = ~, gij = Gij . Based on these observations,
the contravariant geometry is also an accurate framework for describing the eective geometry
obtained by the gauge theories on the noncommutative homogeneous Kahler manifold in the
rst-order approximation.
Let us summarize the correspondence between the contravariant geometry and the noncom-
mutative gauge theory:26666666664
Contravariant geometry
Background metric Gij
Background Poisson tensor ij
Poisson condition
Poisson tensor uctuation
Contravariant curvature R
37777777775
$
26666666664
Eective geometry from noncommutative gauge theory
Background metric gij
Poisson tensor [xi; xj ]  fxi; xjg
Bianchi identity
Gauge eld
Riemann curvature of the eective metric R0
37777777775
We note that our results in this thesis are based on the rst-order approximation of either the
gauge eld or the Poisson tensor uctuation. It is interesting to check this relation at the higher
order level.
6.2 Outlooks
There are several interesting future directions of this study. Here, we briey discuss the following
topics:
1. Further study of the emergent gravity
2. Relation between contravariant gravity and \nongeometric ux"
3. Integrable deformation of string sigma models and noncommutative geometry
1. Further study of the emergent gravity: In this thesis, we obtained the eective metric
from the gauge theory on the noncommutative space via the rst order of the Seiberg-Witten
map. Thus, our results are valid only if the uctuation of the Poisson tensor is small compared
to the background metric and Poisson tensor.1 It is interesting to include the higher order
corrections to the metric. It is also interesting to discuss the eects for the emergent gravity
from the nonperturbative eects of the gauge theory on the noncommutative spacetime such as
the noncommutative instanton.
1However, the noncommutativity of the spacetime is severely constrained by the phenomenological arguments
[77{79].
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To this end, we should nd the full order formula of the star product on curved manifolds.
The full order star product of the complex projective space CPN is known via the matrix
calculation, as we have seen before. As a rst step, we start with the symmetric spaces which are
well studied in mathematical literature2. We plan to realize the corresponding noncommutative
manifolds in terms of the matrices and to provide the explicit expression of the corresponding
star products. As a next step, we would like to provide the Seiberg-Witten map of these star
products. In general, the ~ expansion and the derivative expansion are more complicated in the
case of the curved manifolds than the Moyal plane. We plan to investigate all order solution of
the Seiberg-Witten map for the complex projective space as the simplest nontrivial example.
It is known that the noncommutative instanton corresponds to the gravitational instanton
[87{89] in the emergent gravity [83{86]. It is interesting to see such classical solutions from the
view point of the contravariant gravity, so we plan to clarify the geometry given by the self-dual
Poisson tensor of the contravariant gravity in the four dimensional space.
2. Relation between contravariant gravity and \nongeometric ux": Originally the
contravariant gravity has been proposed as a geometric framework which can describe the so-
called nongeometric ux [90]. See also [91{99]. The nongeometric ux cannot be understood in
terms of supergravity and conventional eld theory, but can appear from the gravitational back-
ground by applying the formal T-duality transformations [100{104] which can be summarized
as follows:
Hijk $ f ijk $ Qijk $ Rijk;
whereH = dB and the tensor f ijk is called the geometric ux. The tensorsQ
ij
k and R
ijk are called
the nongeometric uxes. In the contravariant gravity, the R-ux is discussed by introducing an
additional two-vector eld ij as a source of the R-ux R = [; ]SN [90]. However, the property
of the nongeometric R-ux is hardly understood.
The double eld theory is an approach for this problem [105{108]. See [109] for more de-
tails. In string theory, the momentum and the winding number are exchanged by the T-duality
transformation. However, at the level of the supergravity, the winding mode of the string is not
visible, and the supergravity cannot be invariant under the T-duality. The double eld theory
is an extended gravitational theory which is manifestly invariant under the O(D;D) transfor-
mation. This theory is dened on the 2D-spacetime xM = (~xi; x
i) which consists not only the
D-dimensional coordinate xi but also the \winding coordinate" ~xi. In particular, the ordinary
supergravity action can be recovered from the double eld theory by imposing the constraint
which is called the section condition.
We plan to recover the contravariant gravity from the double eld theory. To this end, we
should nd the appropriate section condition. The supergeometric method is powerful for this
problem [110], and is closely related with Batalin-Vilkovisky quantization of the eld theory.
2 The complete classication of the symmetric space is done by Cartan [80, 81]. For the compact case, there
are four classes and two exceptional manifolds. Im;m0 : U(m + m
0)=U(m)  U(m0), IIm : SO(2m)=U(m),
IIIm : Sp(m)=U(m), IVm : SO(m+ 2)=SO(m) SO(2), V : E6=Spin(10) SO(2), V I : E7=E6  SO(2).
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This method is also applied for the other topics [111, 112]. Using this method, we plan to nd
the relation between the contravariant gravity and the double eld theory, and to show the
appropriate construction of the nongeometric R-ux.
3. Integrable deformation of string sigma models and noncommutative geometry: As
we have seen in this thesis, the deformation quantization is a way to obtain the noncommutative
algebra of functions on a Poisson manifold. In particular, since the star product is associative, we
can dene the gauge theory on the noncommutative space. Such structure is closely related with
the Hopf algebra in mathematical literature. In this context, the noncommutative parameter
ij is characterized as a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation [113].
It is known that there is a way to deform gravitational background by using the solution of
the Yang-Baxter equation. This method is called the Yang-Baxter deformation [114{118]. In
this formalism, we can introduce the Poisson bivector into the gravitational background from
the r-matrix which is the solution of the Yang-Baxter equation [119,120]. The relation between
the Yang-Baxter deformation and the nongeometric background is studied in [121, 122]. We
plan to show that the solutions of the contravariant gravity can be simply expressed by the
Yang-Baxter deformation from the solutions of the ordinary supergravity.
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Appendix A
Harmonic oscillator in deformation
quantization
In this section, we consider the quantization of a harmonic oscillator by the deformation quan-
tization. The classical hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator is given by
H =
1
2
p2 +
1
2
x2: (A.1.1)
Instead of promoting the coordinate and the momentum to the operator, we consider the star
product which is dened by
(a  b)(x; p) = a(x; p)e i~2 (
  
@x@p   @p@x)b(x; p): (A.1.2)
The static Schrodinger equation is given by
H  f = Ef; (A.1.3)
where E is an energy eigenvalue and f is called the Wigner function. This function is related
with the wave function  (x) in the following way:
f(x; p) =
Z
d
2
e ip 

x  ~
2


 

x+
~
2


: (A.1.4)
For the hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator (A.1.1), one can easily see
H  f = 1
2
(x2 + p2)f   ~
2
8
(@2x + @
2
p)f +
i~
2
(x@p   p@x)f: (A.1.5)
Then, the Schrodinger equation becomes
(x@p   p@x)f = 0; (A.1.6)
1
2
(x2 + p2)f   ~
2
8
(@2x + @
2
p)f = Ef: (A.1.7)
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From the rst equation the wave function f should be a function which depends only on a
combination
z =
1
2
p2 +
1
2
x2: (A.1.8)
By imposing f = f(z) on the second equation, we obtain
z   ~
2
4
@z   ~
2
4
z@2z   E

f = 0: (A.1.9)
Let us change the variable z into ~4z. To solve this equation, we put
f = e z=2L(z): (A.1.10)
The equation for the function L(z) turns out to be the Laguerre's equation:
z@2z + (1  z)@z +
E
~
  1
2

L(z) = 0: (A.1.11)
Therefore, the eigenfunction can be written as
fn(x; p) =
( 1)n

e 
x2+p2
~ Ln

2(x2 + p2)
~

; (A.1.12)
where fLng are the Laguerre polynomials.
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Derivation of full order
Seiberg-Witten map on Moyal plane
In this section, we show the full-order Seiberg-Witten map of the gauge theory on the Moyal
plane. We consider the BRST transformation of the gauge theory on the Moyal plane along
with a standard procedure of the BRST quantization of gauge theories. Let  be a ghost eld.1
For the gauge transformation (3.1.6), the corresponding BRST transformation s is dened by
s =i  ; (B.1.1)
sAi =@i  iAi   + i Ai: (B.1.2)
We introduce a formal parameter t as the following replacement:
ij ! tij ; ! (t); Ai ! Ai(t): (B.1.3)
Since the parameter t appears with the noncommutative parameter , it corresponds to ~ in terms
of the deformation quantization. We can perform the t derivative for the BRST transformations.
s _ =i _   + i  _ + i_; (B.1.4)
s _Ai =@i _  i _Ai    iAi  _  iAi _ + i _ Ai + i  _Ai + i_Ai: (B.1.5)
For the Moyal star product, it holds that
f _g = i
2
ij@if  @jg: (B.1.6)
Because of this property, the following arguments are simpler than the other star product which
depends on the spacetime coordinate.
We consider the new operation which depends on the formal parameter t:
tf = sf   i  f + ( 1)jf jif  ; (B.1.7)
1In this section, we omit the hat symbol^of the noncommutative gauge eld.
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where jf j denotes the ghost number of the function f . One can show the following algebraic
relation of the operation t and the covariant derivative.
tAi = @i; 
2
t = 0; [t; Di] = 0; (B.1.8)
t(f  g) = tf  g + ( 1)jf jf tg: (B.1.9)
By using this operation t, one can see
t _ =  1
2
ij@i  @j; (B.1.10)
t _Ai =@i _  iAi  _  iAi _ + i _ Ai + i_Ai
=Di _ +
1
2
kl@kAi  @l  1
2
kl@k  @lAi: (B.1.11)
The solution of these equations for _ and _Ai is given by
_ =
1
4
ijf@i; Ajg; (B.1.12)
_Ai =  1
4
klfAk; @lAi + Flig: (B.1.13)
It is easy to check that (B.1.12) solves the equation (B.1.10). Here, we check that (B.1.13) solves
the equation (B.1.11). The eld strength of the noncommutative gauge eld is invariant under
the operation t:
tFij = sFij   i  Fij + iFij   = 0: (B.1.14)
Using this relation, one can see that
t

 1
4
klfAk; @lAi + Flig

=  1
4
klftAk; @lAi + Flig   1
4
klfAk;t@lAig
=  1
4
klf@k; @lAi + Flig   1
4
klfAk; Di@lg
=  1
4
klf@k; @lAi + Flig  Di

1
4
klfAk; @lg

+
1
4
klfDiAk; @lg
=Di

1
4
klf@k; Alg

  1
2
klf@k; @lAig: (B.1.15)
This equation shows that the equation (B.1.13) is actually the solution of (B.1.11).
The equation (B.1.12) and (B.1.13) give the explicit expression of the Seiberg-Witten map.
Let us consider the formal expansion of  and Ai in terms of the formal parameter t.
 =
X
m
tm
m!
(m); (B.1.16)
Ai =
X
m
tm
m!
A
(m)
i ; (B.1.17)
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where the leading elds (0) and A
(0)
i correspond to the ordinary ghost eld and the gauge
eld. We can nd each order of the noncommutative gauge eld and ghost by substituting into
(B.1.12), (B.1.13).
(m) =
dm 1
dtm 1
1
4
ijf@i; Ajg

t=0
; (B.1.18)
A
(m)
i = 
dm 1
dtm 1
1
4
klfAk; @lAi + Flig

t=0
: (B.1.19)
From this relation, we can obtain the Seiberg-Witten map recursively with taking t = 1 in the
expression (B.1.16) and (B.1.17).
Before closing this section, we comment on the ambiguity of the solution of the Seiberg-
Witten map. Since the operator t is nilpotent, we can add additional terms to the solution
(B.1.12) as _+tf , where f is any function. Hence, the solution of the Seiberg-Witten map is
not unique. See [62,64] for more details.
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Appendix C
Kahler manifold
In this section, we summarize the mathematical denitions which we used in this thesis. See [123]
for more details.
C.1 Complex geometry
Denition (Complex manifold): Let M be a 2m-dimensional manifold. Let f(Ui; i : Ui !
U 0i  Cm)g be an atlas of the manifoldM . A manifoldM is a complex manifold if for any charts
(Ui; i); (Uj ; j), Ui \ Uj 6= ;, the coordinate transformation  ij = j   1i : i(Ui \ Uj) !
j(Ui \ Uj) is a holomorphic function. 1

Let p be a point of a complex manifold M . Let (U; ) be a chart at the point p, (p) =
(x1; :::; xm; y1; :::; ym). The complex coordinates are dened by z = x + iy,  = 1; :::m. The
tangent space X + iY 2 TpMC, X;Y 2 TpM can be spanned by
@ =
@
@z
=
1
2

@
@x
  i @
@y

; (C.1.2)
@ =
@
@z
=
1
2

@
@x
+ i
@
@y

: (C.1.3)
The almost complex structure Jp : TpM
C ! TpMC is dened by
Jp
@
@z
=i
@
@z
; (C.1.4)
Jp
@
@z
=  i @
@z
: (C.1.5)
1Let f = f1 + if2 be a function Cm ! C. Let us take the coordinate of Cm, z = x + iy,  = 1; :::m. The
function f is a holomorphic function if the Cauchy-Riemann relation is satised:
@f1
@x
=
@f2
@y
;
@f2
@x
=   @f1
@y
: (C.1.1)
A function (f1; :::; fn) : Cm ! Cn is a holomorphic function if each function f : Cm ! C;  = 1; :::; n is the
holomorphic function.
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The almost complex structure satises
Jp(Jp(X)) =  X; for any X 2 TpMC: (C.1.6)
For a complex manifold, the almost complex structure can be globally dened.
Denition (Hermite manifold): Let g be a Riemann metric on a complex manifold M . The
metric g is an Hermite metric if g satises
gp(JpX; JpY ) = gp(X;Y ); (C.1.7)
for any p 2 M and X;Y 2 TpM . The complex manifold with the Hermite metric is called an
Hermite manifold.

C.2 Kahler geometry
Denition (Kahler manifold): Let (M; g) be a Hermite manifold. The Kahler form of the
Hermite manifold is dened by
!(X;Y ) = g(JX; Y ): (C.2.1)
If the Kahler form is closed, a set (M; g) is called a Kahler manifold.

The Kahler condition d! = 0 can be written as
@g = @g ; @g = @g : (C.2.2)
These conditions imply that there is a function  which satises
g = @@; (C.2.3)
at least locally. The function  is called a Kahler potential.
Denition (Killing vector on Kahler manifold): A vector eld  = @ + 
@ is said to
be a Killing vector on a Kahler manifold (M; g) if the vector eld  preserves the metric g and
the complex structure of the Kahler manifold:
Lg = 0; (C.2.4)
LJ = 0: (C.2.5)
The second condition means that the (anti-)holomorphic components of the vector eld  ()
should be (anti-)holomorphic functions. In particular, since the Kahler form is made from the
Kahler metric and the complex structure, the Killing vector also preserves the Kahler form.
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
Since the Kahler form ! is closed, it is a symplectic form on a Kahler manifold. For a
function f on the Kahler manifold, the Hamiltonian vector eld Xf is dened by
Xf! = df: (C.2.6)
In particular, a Poisson bracket between the functions f; g can be written as
Xfg = ff; gg: (C.2.7)
For a Killing vector , it holds that
d! = (d + d)! = L! = 0: (C.2.8)
Thus, there exist a function h which satises
! = dh: (C.2.9)
The function h is said to be a moment map of the Killing vector .
Example (Complex projective space CPN): The complex projective space CPN is con-
structed as follows. Let us consider theN+1 dimensional complex coordinates w = (w0; w1; :::; wN )
of CN+1. We identify two coordinates w;w0 if there exists a nonzero complex number a such that
w0 = aw. This identication denes an equivalence relation w  w0. The complex projective
space is dened by the equivalence class:
CPN = (CN+1   0)=  : (C.2.10)
On a chart Uk = fw = (w0; w1; :::; wN ) 2 CN+1   0jwk 6= 0g, the inhomogeneous coordinate of
CPN is dened by
zi =
wi
wk
; i = 0; 1; :::; k   1; k + 1; :::; N: (C.2.11)
The complex projective space CPN is an example of the Kahler manifold. Its Kahler potential
is given by
(z1; z1; z2; z2;    ; zn; zn) = log
 
1 +
NX
m=1
jzmj2
!
: (C.2.12)
The corresponding metric is
gij =
@
@zi
@
@zj
 =

1 +
PN
m=1 jzmj2

ij   zizj
1 +
PN
m=1 jzmj2
 : (C.2.13)
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The Killing vectors are given by
La = (ta)ij

wj
@
@wi
  wj @
@ wi

; (C.2.14)
where the SU(N) generators are denoted by ta, (a = 1; :::; N
2   1):
Trtatb = ab; Trta = 0; (C.2.15)
[ta; tb] = if
c
abtc: (C.2.16)
The corresponding moment maps are given by
a = i(ta)ij
wiwj
jwj2 : (C.2.17)
The Poisson bracket of the moment maps turns out to be
fa; bg = f cabc: (C.2.18)
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Appendix D
Computational details on Kahler
manifold
In this section, we present the detail calculations of the emergent geometry on the homogeneous
Kahler manifold and the contravariant geometry [1].
D.1 Eective curvature from noncommutative gauge theory on
Kahler manifold
Let   be the ordinary Levi-Civita connection. A general connection  c can be written as
 kij =  c
k
ij + T
k
ij ; (D.1.1)
where T is called a contorsion tensor of the connection  c. The Riemann tensor of the Levi-Civita
connection is written as
Rklij =Rc
k
lij
+ @IT
j
jl   @jT kil + Tmjl T kim   Tmil T kjm
+  c
m
jlT
k
im    cmil T kjk +  ckimTmjl    ckjmTmil
=Rc
k
lij
+r(c)iT kjl  r(c)jT kil
+ Tmjl T
k
im   Tmil T kjm + (Tmij   Tmji )T kml; (D.1.2)
where Rc
k
lij is the Riemann curvature of the connection  c and r(c) is a covariant derivative of
the connection  c.
In the following, we focus on the Hermitian manifold (C.1.7). We use ; ; ::: and ; ; ::: for
the complex coordinates and i; j; ::: for the real coordinates. Let us take  c as the Hermitian
connection:
 c

 = g
@g: (D.1.3)
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D.1 Eective curvature from noncommutative gauge theory on Kahler manifold
In this case, the nontrivial components of the contorsion tensor are given by
T =
1
2
g(@g   @g); (D.1.4)
T  =
1
2
g(@g   @g ); (D.1.5)
T =
1
2
g(@g   @g); (D.1.6)
T  =0; (D.1.7)
and the complex conjugates of them. Then, the nontrivial components of the Riemann curvature
of the Hermitian connection are given by
Rc

  =  Rc = @(g@g); (D.1.8)
and their complex conjugates.
Based on the above setup, we compute the Riemann curvature of the Levi-Civita connection
of the Hermitian metric (4.4.13), (4.4.14):
g0 =g + h = g  
i~
2
F ; (D.1.9)
where we assume that the background metric g is a Kahler metric. In this case, the contorsion
tensor of the background metric vanishes, then one gets
T 0 = 
i~
4
grF; (D.1.10)
T 0  = 
i~
4
grF; (D.1.11)
T 0 = 
i~
4
grF; (D.1.12)
T 0  =0; (D.1.13)
wherer denotes the covariant derivative of the Levi-Civita connection of the background metric.
The nontrivial component of the Riemann curvature of the Hermite connection of g0 is
R0c

  =  R0c = @(g0@g0) = R  +r(grh): (D.1.14)
Since T 0 is order ~, the rst-order approximation of the Riemann curvature can be written as
R0klij =R
0
c
k
lij +rlT 0kjl  rjT 0kil : (D.1.15)
Using (D.1.10) to (D.1.13) and (D.1.14), the rst-order approximation of the Riemann curvature
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D.2 Contravariant curvature in complex coordinate
are given by
R0  =R

   
i~
2
r(grF)  i~
4
r(grF) + i~
4
r(grF); (D.1.16)
R0 = 
i~
4
r(grF) + i~
4
r(grF); (D.1.17)
R0  = 
i~
4
r(grF) + i~
4
r(grF); (D.1.18)
R0 =0; (D.1.19)
R0  = 
i~
4
r(grF); (D.1.20)
R0  =0; (D.1.21)
and their complex conjugates. One can also calculate the Ricci tensor:
R0 =R
0
 +R
0

=R +
i~
2
r(grF) + i~
4
r(grF)  i~
4
r(grF ): (D.1.22)
D.2 Contravariant curvature in complex coordinate
In this section, we assume that the Poisson tensor  is a covariantly constant. The contravariant
Ricci scalar can be written as
R =lmnjRjlmn
= GGR  GGR 
=GR +G
R 
=R: (D.2.1)
The contravariant Ricci scalar with the uctuation of the Poisson tensor (5.4.3) becomes
R[Gij ; ij + ij ] =R[G 1]
+
1
2
GjkGin
ip(Gjmrprmnk +Gknrprmnj)
  1
2
GjkGin
jp(Gimrprmnk +Gmnrprmik)
+ 2imnjRjimn
=R[G 1]
+GjkGin
ip(Gjmrprmnk +Gknrprmnj) (D.2.2)
+ 2imnjRjimn: (D.2.3)
In the complex coordinate, each term can be written as follows:
(D.2.2) =irrii   irrii; (D.2.4)
(D.2.3) =4iR : (D.2.5)
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Appendix E
Linearization of contravariant
Riemann tensor
In this section, we present the detailed calculations of the linearization of the contravariant
Riemann tensor [1]. The rst-order approximation of the contravariant Levi-Civita connection
is
 ijk (G
ij + hij ; ij + ij) = ijk + 
 0ijk +O(2) (E.1.1)
= ijk
  im jmk
+

2
Gkm( rihjm + rhim   rmhij)
+

2
Gkm(G
inrnmj +Gjnrnmi +Gmnrnij) +O(2): (E.1.2)
The rst-order approximation of the contravariant Riemann tensor becomes
Rkijl (G
ij + hij ; ij + ij)
= Rkijl + 
R0kijl +O(2)
= Rkijl
+ (im@m 
jk
l + 
im@m 
0jk
l   jm@m ikl   jm@m 0ikl
  @mij  mkl   @mij  0mkl
+  0jk iml +  
jk
m
 0iml    0ik jml    ikm 0jml ) +O(2): (E.1.3)
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First, we focus on the parts of the Riemann tensor including hij .
R0kijl j=0 =
1
2
im@m(Gln( rjhkn + rkhjn   rnhjk))  (i$ j)
  1
2
@m
ijGln( rmhkn + rkhmn   rnhmk)
+
1
2
Gmn( rjhkn + rkhjn   rnhjk) iml   (i$ j)
+
1
2
Gln( rihmn + rmhin   rnhim) jkm   (i$ j)
=
1
2
im@mGln| {z }( rjhkn + rkhjn   rnhjk)  (i$ j)
+
1
2
Gln(
im@m rjhkn + im@m rkhjn   im@m rnhjk)  (i$ j)
  1
2
@m
ijGln( rmhkn + rkhmn   rnhmk)
+
1
2
Gmn 
im
l| {z }( rjhkn + rkhjn   rnhjk)  (i$ j)
+
1
2
Gln( rihmn + rmhin   rnhim) jkm   (i$ j)
=
1
2
Gln(
im@m rjhkn + im@m rkhjn   im@m rnhjk)  (i$ j)
  1
2
@m
ijGln( rmhkn + rkhmn   rnhmk)
  1
2
Glm 
im
n ( rjhkn + rkhjn   rnhjk)  (i$ j)
+
1
2
Gln( rihmn + rmhin   rnhim) jkm   (i$ j)
=
1
2
Gln( ri rjhkn + ri rkhjn   ri rnhjk)  (i$ j)
=
1
2
Gln( ri rkhjn   ri rnhjk)  (i$ j)
  1
2
Gln( R
kij
m h
mn + Rnijm h
km); (E.1.4)
where in the third equality, we used
im@mGln +Gnm 
im
l =  Glm imn : (E.1.5)
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Next, we consider the uctuation of the Poisson tensor in the contravariant Riemann tensor.
R0kijl jh=0 =im@m jkl   jm@m ikl
+ im@m

 jn knl +
1
2
Gln(G
jprpnk +Gkprpnj +Gnprpjk)

  jm@m

 in knl +
1
2
Gln(G
iprpnk +Gkprpni +Gnprpik)

  @mij  mkl
  @mij

 mn knl +
1
2
Gln(G
mprpnk +Gkprpnm +Gnprpmk)

+

 jn knm +
1
2
Gmn(G
jprpnk +Gkprpnj +Gnprpjk)

 iml
 

 in knm +
1
2
Gmn(G
iprpnk +Gkprpni +Gnprpik)

 jml
+  jkm

 in mnl +
1
2
Gln(G
iprpnm +Gmprpni +Gnprpim)

   ikm

 jn mnl +
1
2
Gln(G
jprpnm +Gmprpnj +Gnprpjm)

(E.1.6)
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=im@m 
jk
l   jm@m ikl
  im@mjn knl   jnim@m knl
+
1
2
im@mGln(G
jprpnk| {z }
(5)
+Gkprpnj| {z }
(4)
)
+
1
2
Gln(
im@mG
jprpnk + im@mGkprpnj| {z }
(4)
)
+
1
2
Gln(G
jpim@mrpnk +Gkpim@mrpnj +Gnpim@mrpjk)| {z }
(0)
+ jm@m
in knl + 
injm@m 
k
nl
  1
2
jm@mGln(G
iprpnk| {z }
(50)
+Gkprpni| {z }
(40)
)
  1
2
Gln(
jm@mG
iprpnk + jm@mGkprpni| {z }
(40)
)
  1
2
Gln(G
ipjm@mrpnk +Gkpjm@mrpni +Gnpjm@mrpik)| {z }
(00)
  @mij mkl
+ @m
ijmn knl
  1
2
@m
ijGlnG
mprpnk   1
2
@m
ijGlnG
kprpnm| {z }
(2)
  1
2
@m
ijrlmk| {z }
(2)
  jn knm iml
+
1
2
Gmn(G
jprpnk| {z }
(5)
+Gkprpnj| {z }
(4)
+Gnprpjk| {z }
(3)
) iml
+ in knm 
jm
l
  1
2
Gmn(G
iprpnk| {z }
(50)
+Gkprpni| {z }
(40)
+Gnprpik| {z }
(30)
) jml
  in mnl jkm
+
1
2
Gln(G
iprpnm| {z }
(10)
+Gmprpni| {z }
(40)
+Gnprpim| {z }
(10)
) jkm
+ jn mnl
 ikm
  1
2
Gln(G
jprpnm| {z }
(1)
+Gmprpnj| {z }
(4)
+Gnprpjm| {z }
(1)
) ikm: (E.1.7)
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On the other hand, one can see that
Gjp rirpnk +Gkp rpnj +Gnp rirpjk   (i$ j)
=Gjpim@mrpnk +Gkpim@mrpnj +Gnpim@mrpjk| {z }
(0)
+(00)
  (Gjprpnm +Gnprpjm) ikm| {z }
(1)
+(10)
  (Gnprpmk +Gkprpnm) ijm| {z }
(2)
+(20)
 Gjp inmrpmk| {z }
(5)
+(50)
+Gnp imprmjk| {z }
(3)
+(30)
+Gkp imrmnj  Gkp inmrpmj  Gkp jmrmni +Gkp jnmrpmi| {z }
(4)+(40)
+Gjp imp rmnk  Gip jmp rmnk: (E.1.8)
Therefore, we obtain
R0kijl jh=0 =
1
2
Gln(G
jp rirpnk +Gkp rpnj +Gnp rirpjk)  (i$ j)
+ im@m 
jk
l| {z }
(A)
  jm@m ikl| {z }
(B)
  im@mjn knl   jnim@m knl| {z }
(B)
+ jm@m
in knl + 
injm@m 
k
nl| {z }
(A)
  @mij  mkl (C) + @m
ijmn knl
  jn knm iml| {z }
(B)
+ in knm
 jml| {z }
(A)
  in mnl jkm| {z }
(A)
+ jn mnl
 ikm| {z }
(B)
: (E.1.9)
Each part becomes
(A) =impjRklmp + 
imrmKjkl + im@mnj knl    jmnKnkl im (E.1.10)
(B) =  (exchange i$ j in (A)) (E.1.11)
(C) = nm@m
ij knl + @m
ijKmkl (E.1.12)
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Based on the above calculations, we nd the contravariant Riemann tensor with the rst-order
approximation of the Poisson tensor:
R0kijl jh=0 =

2
Gln(G
jm rirmnk +Gkm rirmnj +Gmn rirmjk)
  
2
Gln(G
im rjrmnk +Gkm rjrmni +Gmn rjrmik)
  imjnRklmn + jminRklmn
+ imrmKjkl   jmrmKikl   rmijKmkl
  (im@mjn + jm@mni + nm@mij + im@mjn + jm@mni + nm@mij) knl:
(E.1.13)
The last line of the equation (E.1.13) vanishes under the Poisson condition for a bivector ij+ij .
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